
104-10268-10013 

10. 

11. 

12. 

13. 

14. 

15. 

16. 

17(: 

18. 

σας REPHODUCTION 
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Memorandum for Winston m. SCOTT, dated 13 October 
1966; Subject: Lee Harvey OSWALD. 

Note, undated, regarding contacts of ALFEREV. 

Memorandum f Director, Plans, 
dated 23 eae ontact of Lee 
OSWALD with Assassination 
Department. ue 

Memorandum οὖ ex lee November 1964; 
Subject: June CoE ἷ FOIA No. 928-927] 

Memorandum for Deputy Assistant Secretary for Security 
Department of State, dated 16 September 1969; Subject: 
Charles William THOMAS. [FOIA No. 1133-992] 

CSCI 3/779,814, dated 30 January 1964; Subject: Jack 
L. RUBY - Lee Harvey OSWALD. 

PARI-1731 (IN 73050), 4 December 1963 [FOIA No. 
298-697] 

Note to Richard HELMS, dated 23 March 1964, regarding 
briefing at Allen DULLES ' home on 4 March 1964. 
(FOIA 618-793] 

Memorandum of Conversation, dated 16 January 1964; 
Subject: CIA Work in Support of the Warren Commis- 
sion. [SX-11057 - FOIA No. 482-193] 

CSCI-3/779,135 to FBI, dated 16 December 1963; Subject: 
Peter DERYABIN's Comments on the Kennedy Assassination. 
[FOIA No. 413-76A] 

Memorandum for J. Lee RANKIN, dated 5 June 1964; 
Subject: Allegations Regarding Intelligence Training 
School in Minsk, USSR. [FOIA No. 726-314 XAAZ-17620] 

Memorandum for J. Lee RANKIN, dated 31 March 1964; 
Subject: Reports on Activities and Travel of Lee Harvey 
OSWALD and Marina Nikolevna OSWALD. [FOIA No. 627-821] 

DIR-92725, 6 January 1964 [FOIA No. 456-771] 

Memorandum ut J. 85 Penns dated 6 March 1964; 
Subejct: Ε session Regarding 
Lee Harvey [" τ 22, 1963. 
[FOTA 590-28 

Note from rer 6 March 1964 

Memorandum fo ated 20 February 1964; 
Subject: Documents Available in OSWALD's 201 File. 
[FOIA No. 563- 810] 

Memorandum for ὕ. Lee RANKIN, Gated 23 July 1964; 
Subject: Lee Harvey | OSWALD. [DDP 4-3769] ̓  

CSCI- 3/778, 881 to FBI, dated 27 November 1963; 
Subject: Lee. H. OSWALD/Soviet Activities in Mexico 
(City, 13 - 24 November 1963. [FOIA No. 187-622] 

_ DIR 85246, — 26 November 1963 .[FOIA No. 113-48] 

ἦς MEXI-7045 αν 67281), 24 November 1963 (FOIA No. 
78 - 559]. τ 

ΦΕΡΕ 
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25. 

26. 

27. 

28. 

29. 

30. 

31. 

32. 

med REPRODUCTION 
δι δεκάδα for J. Lee RANKIN, dated 31 oP RORIBITED 
Subject: Information Developed by CIA on the Activity 
of Lee Harvey OSWALD in Mexico City, 28 se aes - 
3 October 1963. [FOIA No. 509-803] 

Memorandum for eae: dated 23 May 1975; Subject: 
d Items in the Lee Harvey OSWALD Review of S 

File Regard legate of ASTRO Cuban 
Involvement A\\ Ao j 

a 

Assassination. 

pli 15 May 1964; 

i 

to the Assassination en Abi leak Kennedy. 
[XAAZ-36307 - FOIA No. 697-294] 

Note dated 10 April 1964 listing material from P- 8593 
shown to Warren Commission. {FOIA No. 653-828] 

Brief for Presentation to President's Commission on 
the Assassination of President Kennedy, 14 May 1964. 
[XAAZ-27212 - FOIA No. 695-302A] 

Memorandum for ROCCA, dated 12 May 1964. [XAAZ-22809 
FOIA No. 689-298] 

Letter to E. Henry KNOCHE, dated 15 April 1975. 

Memorandum to Chief, CI/R&A, dated 19 June 1964; 
Subject: Lee Harvey OSWALD [XAAZ-27166 - FOIA No. 
739-319] 

Memorandum for Deputy Director for Plans, dated 11 
May 1964; Subject: AMMUG/1 Information on Lee Harvey 
OSWALD. [XAAZ-27213 - FOIA Np. 687-295] 

Blind Memorandum, dated 5 May 1964; Subject: Debriefing 
of AMMUG/1 - OSWALD Case. 

Chronology of RGR Meetings with Members of the Warren 
Commission [XAAZ-27161] 

Memorandum for the Record, dated 1 April 1975; ari as 
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SUBJECT:. Conversation with David W. BELIN, 1 April 1975 

Q: What was the line of reporting in 6t\during the period I served 
as working level point-of-contact: ‘withthe Warren Commission Staff? 

A: It was a multiple leveleeathties © (a)-trom the Commission and AWD 
personally via Steen DickHelmss(b) from Helms to the two or 
three components pr ΔΝ Conecerned\{SE, then SB, Dave Murphy; 
LA, then WH; a “In practice the substantive SB input worked 
up by one of +t eae components headed by Lee Wigren--Minsk 

¢* photo for example, A ὍΡΟΝ via CI. "δὰ a 

ey γε In addition, on ee 
Pps ants Dick Helms anc : i 

aaa Did you hear: 2 2 fae. ΡΒ one sounded ΤῊΝ "Παοκαποὲν 71: ΜΝ 

τ 7 

6 

1. April 1975 

MEMORANDUM FOR THE RECORD 

| 
Ϊ 

| 

| ΟΙ age own defector nee 
er é n, ; 

I had not. Belin recalled that Castro had made a speech in which ag : 
he had charged assassination intent by emigres and had promised ee ρὲ 

ne retribution in kind if there was official support. 

Had any thought been given to the assumption that an anti-Castro 
assassination plot might have been underway and fact it was known 
to Helms and-to Castro? [Mr. Belin said he now knew that Helms 
was, in fact, aware of something und regarding Castro. He 
had no evidence to show that I tran) had dsbeen informed about it.] 
Would that change any of the thinking τὲ ‘ve Oswald’ 5 Mexican trip and— 
contacts? < 

a. Fact that his: two vor consular contacts in 

' traced-ergartzattonatty to the-13th_vepartment (assassinations). 

E2 IMPDET . 
CL BY 055431 © 

SECRET EYES ONLY 

CCELETS | 

PAGE 

COPY No. = 212 
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“SUBJECT: Conversation with David Ν᾿ BEKFN, 1 April 1975 
Goo so 

b. Our defector Tnforiatioh strongly insists that all 
Western milita Bdesectorssihke Oswald--were screened by the 
13th benavenent vex Ὁ 

SWS 

c. Thinness of NG turned over by Soviets in view of b. 

I acknowledged..in retrospect ethatCubanhyp χρα Πρ ἰΑ ere 
sidering, EEL UG would appear. th 

= eqan later (i.e. after 1967-68, Venceremos, etc. ). 

oo 

Q: Why did Oswald's lies include a denial to Dallas police that he had 
made the Mexican _trip unless there was onething important to hide 

cover story. Why also did Marina deny: he knew anything about the 
Mexican trip in her first story «ἔθ᾽ the FBI=-which she later rectified 
before the Warren Commission? ~Nr: Belin: noted that he had left the 
hypothesis of Castro/Cuban involvement βαρ πη his book. He added 
that it would have been ingortant to“have known the facts about the 
anti-Castro plot at the meacot the Warren Commission investigation. 
He felt the least he μόΐ Shave dares! would have been to have insisted 
on the polygraphing ὁ na: een regarding her knowledge of 

we) Oswald's Mexican trip. 

Raym mt Ῥ Rocca 
Counter Intelligence Operations 

SECRET EYES ONLY 

eemOOUETIOR 6ῸΘὃὁ 
COPY NOs 3 
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Chronology of RGR Mcétings“witiiM 
| . 

‘Warren Commission 

14 January 1964 RANKIN, WILLINS 

12 March 1964 RANKIN ee 

27 March 1964 wins 8 CC Leger} 

26 May 1964 "LIEBLAND're DeMohrenschild 

28 August 1964 # "Commission"! Gtaisre) ᾿ 
. Ὁ ᾿ “. ᾿ 5 

12 October 1964 "Commission! (Serre ieee 
= ἐν σι. 

Getttben. > | 

*Believe Mr. Rocca was at the Ce ν iission at least one other day 
oe = 
τς 

fae Soe i Sty om us 
(probably Saturday, the 29th) reviewing: pxoofs. 
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Cy al 

δ HAY 96h 

ne Are ie) 2 
Gssaseua heey 

Subject General: : 
ae LOL. ρων, ὅν τ rene πὰ cs soa Gores, Specifics 

TSE SCURCE DOES NOT HAVE mi owns: 8 OF isB HARVEY OSWALD Oh HIS ACTCVITTES 
BUT (ΑΒ ABLE TO PROVIDS ITEMS\OF ENEPREST BASED ON COMMITS CF CUBAN TNTSLLIGNCR Ὁ Ὶ 
CF ee ASSIGNED TO THE DIRECCTON ρον, AL O02 INTELIGHNCIA, GF WHICH ΤῊΣ soURCE | 
HINSSL? WAS A STAFF OFFICER. THE DIFGHHATICN APPEARING BELO AS FURNISHED ar 
qu SOURCE AND 18 KSY=D. TO QUESTIONS SUBNITYZD BY KUDESK.. 

SdALQ visited the Cuban Embassy in Hezico [fy 1, Pricntelebabar ἰὴ 
City o εἷς Lhreesoccasior Jerors, and after these visits, OSWALD ἢ]. : 
wag in contact with the Dis ΟΝ GaNERAL DECGRELICENCIA (CGI), specific cally f 
with Inisa CALDERCN, Manuel VEGA Perea ang Hogs] © RODRIGUEZ Lopas. ὶ | 

ne 

VEGA vhose Cuban intelligence: pacudonym is MARCOS is the current 
'Cuoan 15 chie? in Mexico. He rece Bag had’ a.tour of duty in Habana, price 
to which he held the sane post $2'8 Gow. as Cuban {Schief in Mexico. 

my > ; 

RODRIGUEZ is a Gs eS \et bara oftizer in Mexico. He bas three Cuban 
inteliecrce pseudonyms Ὁ : es Ὡς » βορὰ Jose Antonios, 

| The precise selationsht\ Oe CALDERON to the DOI is not clsar, 
Sha spent about six months in Mexicd from which she returned to Cuba early in 
λό, 

2, 

COPIES WH/SA/CE has the following references concerning Tuisa 
CaLSenon Soe siares She was assigned to the commercial office ef the Cuban 
Bakessy in Mexico City, and she had arrived in Mexico om 16 Jarmary 1963 and 
on 21 December 1963 made a reservation to return to Cuba on Cubana Alrlines 
MEXT 7371, 13 Lecember 1963 IN-20351, HiMii-0153." She laft Hexico Cliy for 
Havana on 15 December 1963 using passport £/6 3/7 "EXT 7423, 17 December 1963, 
ἘΠ 2592, Another referencs ἜΑ ΖΟΩΤΊ, 85. Harch 1963," said that her ἄβξο. ΟΡ 
arrival in Mexico was 19 Jamaxy 1963 end that. she nad replaced Rosario VAZQUEZ, 
a Hextcan secretary in the commercial offices Other : references apparently con 
seine tha subject arse it-6923 and EXE 3205 TN-5659h dated 25 Jamary 1953 

en de not appear to add anything of interest to: that. given above. 

2. The source does not low whether* ox not. the ‘Cuban Services used OSWALD 
in ary agen capaclty or other RENNELy ee Tage 

Ἂν 

' 3, A. then news of the sssiaatsati op o£ Fresident Kennudy reached the — 
IGT, it caused mich coment concerning ΄ fact OSWALD had been in the Cuban ἐν) 

᾿ 

ΠῊ 4 
ie i [210 Ὁ Ὁ] εἴν dainty, 

7 j einen amd 

ΠΤ, be iss 

6rd. "Ὁ 
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tmvassy in haxico. In addition, onda rat Warn, Issued Tor al headquarters and 
ἢ f2aid officers of tha ΤΣ to sort and’ ‘packaze | alt ‘documents accerding to whether 

ee) 
΄ 

» 

y were ‘ry secrete" (very seerdt), “Seersta? ‘@eerst), and “importante ie ΠΕΣ 

(icsort tant) The material ones ‘packaged. waste Wo ποτὰ pending further instruce. 
tions,» ΣᾺ addition, al. τ We ‘aisiogrs and all SGT pouches were suse 
pendad temorarily. ~ Res 

Ἂ ἣ = 

ῃ δὰ <) 
B, when tha news thas waa the assassin reached the ΤΑ, txsra 

was nO χορ ποῖα comment but, when ‘Fidel CaSIRO spoke on telavision to deny 
Cuban involvement, there waa considerable comment concerning USWALD'’s visit to 
the Cuban Emtassy im Mexico, At this time VAGA, who has been mentioned previously, 
was in Cuba and commented to a group of DCL staf? officers that OSWALD had come 
to tha Cuban Embassy in Mexico to request a visa but had been refused. VAGA did 
not give any details and the subject was nob pursued. oN 

4, It is not known whether information on OSWALD's visit to the Cuban 
Consulate in Mexico in September 1963 was relayed to any Cuban service, 

Se It is net known if the Cuban int eU.tasnee services had contact with 
‘the New Oxlzans* Fair Play for Cuba Commis 

ὅς The oniy Molina who is recalled is "The Hook", ‘the Cuban who was cone 
victed in New York Gity for the burcer ef a young girl during a clash between 
two Cuban groups. Tha Dor 2 officer who nad been in ths United Nations in 
Mew York, SANTIESTARAN sraveled. to Cuba: with "fhe Sock" and with another Cuban 
named CRIGUELA and upon arrival in Cuka tried to obtain employment for both 
individuals, The names Pedra Charles. aad Peter have no known significances 

7e ‘Tha reaction of Soviet of cfielals in contact with the Cuban inteliie 
| gence services ia not imnowm. 

ὃ. Nothing is lmown about Soviet provesals following we news of Presid 
Kemmadcy's assasoination. ᾿ 

(—}>» 3. The only fabrication Καοα is the special natter by Fidel CASTRO pra— 
viously mntioned, 

210, Nothing is lmown about Jack RUBENSTZDY aka Jack BUX. 

ii. The name Gilberte LOPSZ is ποῦ familiar ous, Δ he visited DGX head= 
Quarters, ἃ photograph of hin possibly eould ba. afoot ieee. 

(22, . OGWALD!3 photo was seen in the nawspapers wut nothics: is known about 
hin other than what appeared in the presse. . 

| | & | = cocares 

‘REPRODUCTION te < Wha 
ΟΡ D tem 



9. 

10. 

“Were the Cuben ἈΝΕ 5 ἢ or 
any other manner, before 23\qovsioer 196 37 

| What was the reaction of the Cuben intelligence services to news . τ περ μέ 

' Was’ there eny contact between the Cuban dnteliigence + services end 

_Cubsn intelligence services Aone the news of President Kennedy's 
_ assessinetion? Δ 

PROMI 

Vas Lee Harvey OSWALD nn" ‘to the Cuban: ἡ dpt8LLigenee wi Υ 55 
before 23 November NeEe 80 1 πον ‘service? 

wy (naANS YQ? eae ‘ 
in eny agent Says ox a 

of President Kennedy's assassination? ‘To the news thet OSWALD 
was the assassin? : 

Was information on OSWALD’ 5 visit to the Cuben Consulete in Mexico 
City in September 1963, relayed to aay. Cuban service? ΤΕ ee what 
action was taken? 

the New Orleans' Fair Play For Cuba Committee? 

Has - ‘subject ever heard of Mario del ROSARIO valine, o or Pedro Charles 
‘known also as "Peter"? Θ᾽ 

How did the Soviets offictals in ‘contest with” “the Cuben intelligence 5 
services react to news of the. assessinetion? } ie; 

4; » 

Did the Soviets propose any “ey08 “of ‘action. or investigation to the τ a 

Was eny provocative materiel deliberately fabricated by the ῥάσα 
services or others and sent to the United States to ecatuse the : 
investigation of the OSWALD case? ᾿ 

Was Jeck RUBENSTEIN ake Jack RUBY known to the Cuben intelligence 
services? If so, in what way? 

Does subject lnow a Gilberto LOPEZ who entered Mexico on November” 
23, 1963 at Neuvo Laredo, Texes end four days later proceded to 2. 
Havena by special plene.. He was 23 years old and carried a ᾿ . = i 
U.S. passport. He also nad @ Mexican. tourist permit. Develop a Pt . ΓΕ 
all information you can on this individuel. | bt ak ὩΣ 

which is self-explenatory for guidence of the case officer. Under 
no cireumstences should the contents of the letter be ma@e known 
to the suoject. Tais information came. from the Secret Service end . te 
FBI. ‘ “ee sf — ἢ 7 . ‘ . ᾿ . 3 

. ὩΣ ae 
Attached is a photograch of OSWALD, end a letter from Havena . ᾿ “| 
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“Chief, CUR&A See 

᾿ 
Document wine 88 T-AY ἐς : | | a ee ΒΕ, for FOIA Review on ΩΝ 575. ᾿ς ἡ} 
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BXAAZ-27213 | 
11 May 1964 

MEMORANDUM FOR: Deputy Director for Plans 

SUBJECT: © AMMUG/1 Information on 
, Lee Harvey OSWALD 

$ 1, This memorandum ee and for action, 

The proposed lines of actic@a are tndichtes : in paragraph 4, 

2. AMMUG/ Ga Sben ta fntedjizence Service defector, 

has produced inf istton of ofinterest to the President's 

Commission on the\&s JsagSination of President Kennedy, ΟἹ 
Staff learned of ADOC ἐξ ον τὸ April, A questionnaire was 
submitted by the Staff on 1 y {Attachment A). Mr. Swenson, 

who is handling the AMMUG/1 debriefing, provided a reply on 
5 May (Attachment B). It was clear from Mr, Swenson!'s 
summary that AMMUG/]1 had information bearing on the 
OSWALD relationship with the Cuban Embassy and Cuban 
intelligence personnel in Mexico City, albiet his knowledge 
was not that of a direct participant in matters affecting 

OSWALD. A follow-up questionnaire was submitted to 

AMMUG/1 on 6 May (Attachment C). Mr. Swenson!s reply 
was dated 8 May (Attachment Ὁ). Attention is directed 
particularly to the content of paragraph two. of Pach eer Ὦς 

3. We have the problem of Seppe the operational 

exploitation of AMMUG/1 and satisfying the responsibilities 
we have undertaken with Mr.. Rankin, AMMUG/1 is suchan 
operational gold mine that Mr,..Swenson wants, at a maximum, 
two months to work fully. - Iti is palpable, however, that we 

must furnish to the Gommission-the Bupetance of AMMUG/1's 

ᾧ my | Document Number 687-295 
SECEET fer FOIA Review ἃ, SUN 1976 

\* ἐς ἜΝ “πο 2]: ae ae 

CUCLFES 

ee ἢν δ Ὁ 
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information on OSWALD before: te ‘On’ the, previous record of 

our association with the Commisston,. particularly with Mr, Rankin, 

it seems possible for the _ Agency τοι work out an arrangement with | 
Mr, Rankin personally Sitat ‘would: take. care of their needs and ours 
after a frank discussionos the equities. 

4 Itis Pee the DDP in person or via a 

designee, preferably the former, discuss the AMMUG/1 

situation on a very restricted basis with Mr, Rankin at his 
earliest convenience either at the mae or at the Commission 
headquarters, Until this takes place, it is not desirable to put 

anything in writing. 

| 
Raymond G,. Rocca 

Chief, CI Research and Analysis 

Attachments 

ce: C/CI . coe ee - 
C/WH/6 (without attf ; 
C/WH/SA/CI (without att) ~ 

aZe 

PeAME 

Ab t-2FI2YGF 
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ON Ξ 
MEMORANDUM FORG τῷ hist, Counter f Tnteiigence Stall 

SUBJECT coner GY Delitieting of AMMUG-1 ἘΣ, 
_ Specific 3 The Oswald Case 

REFERENCE : Blind Memorandum dated 05 May 7068 AS 

l. Reference is made to a telephone conversation yesterday ees 
with Chief, CI Staff concerning this. matter. SS 

2. Because I am not aware of the information already 
available to the Commission investigating the Cswald Case or 
furnished by the Agency, my debriefing of the Source has been 
based on the questions prepated ‘by the CI Staff and on what the 
Source answers have suggested: I. shall be glad to pursue any 

= other topics suggested: by: Ὁ Staff. τ 
SS Ne oY ase 

i eltifordiation’ in 1 addition to that in the 
intexest? 

3. The Foligwia 
reference might be. 

᾿ ᾿ a. Luisa cau RON, since she setuened to Cuba, 
\ has been paid a regular salary by the DGI even though she has 

not performed any services. Her home is in the Vedado section 
where the rents are high. 

Ὁ. Source has known CALDERON for several years, 
- Before going to Mexico, she worked in the Ministry of Exterior 

Commerce in the department which was known as the #Empresa 
Transimport". Her title was Secretary General of the Communist _ gee 
Youth in the department named in the previous sentence. yaar 

c. Luisa CALDERON δ ναυοίοντοά directly from her 
position in the Ministry of Extérioy Commerce to a post in Mexico, 
a matter of surprize to the, Sense. Q ς 

᾿ς side Rogelio RODRIGUEZ ‘Lopde (DGI pseudo MORCOS), 
shortly before he left Cuba for Base on or about 16 April 1964, es 
saw CALDERON. EX ONY? 3 

GOCL 867 
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4. As explained to Cl Staff‘ any publicity which would 
reveal the identity of the Souree,, his defection to KUBARK, 
or the extent of his knowledge of DGKactivities might 
prejudice the operationaluse: of thie. Sauce himself and of 

be appropriate to point out. “to-the: Ἐν που εμὰ (as agreed 
by DC/ WH/SA) thakKUBARK. ho pes, by using the Source, 
to obtain access to DGI as including those mentioned 
in paragraph 3 above. . 

Sle ae τ τπς---ἝἝζ ΓἶΦῤὄὔ--τ͵Πρ 5... 

Harold F. Swenson 
Chief, WH/SA/CI 

- 202A 

| CCineg 
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Proposed Questisis “on Onwata Case 

a5, ae . = Ν : ᾿ Corian ead ι ᾿ , 

ἰ 
i 

I 

ἰ 

REFERENCE: Debriefing of 4 uG-1, dated May 1964 

1, ~The source says that Peary October 1963, Oswald visited the 
Guban Embassy In agarion Clg: on ko or three occasions, It 
is public knowledge ae during the period 9-26-63 
to 10.3.63. 

A) When did source learn of these visits - before or after 
the assassination? Please describe in detall the cilreumstances 
under which soures learned this info tion and identitles of 
the persons Eayeivedy eS 

latter, try to get more apecit 
and the origin of the teers 

2 The source state τ ΤῊΝ diving, and after these visits 
Oswald was In contact ‘ tae DGL, specifically Luisa. 
CALDERON, Manuel VE res and Rogelio RODRIGUEZ Lopes. Ὁ 
This would appear to mean that one or more contacts were 
made after Oswald returned to the United States L.e., between 
10.3.63 and 11-22-63, 

Δ) What does source mean by contact? | 

B) Can he break down these contacts by the specific ine 
dividual named, place and cae of Contacts: = date of 

occurence? 

ΟἹ) Did Oswald ces or aves reason ‘to ἰνῶν ths Intelli- 
gence connections of these perscont : 

| D) What was the purpose of these contacts? 

a oP STTT cag Me an pesgegere SF κι τοι το τσ τς 
press. mae oe 
8238 BeoTf7ssd Lit? ¢ 

agua aid 
Seu! igs: LP 2g 
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E) If Oswald did not kaw tie ἘΞ igence affilfations of 
these individuals, what pretext, itn) were employed in | 
contacting him? se a ee | 

F) Did soureke ever see any documentary material on any 
of these contacts, or any a hana initiated by or 
addressed to Oswald? 

G) Did the DGI ever employ physical surveiliances, 
technical devices or camera equipment to cover these contacts. 

8) The source says he does nat know qvhether the Guban re 
services used Oswald in any agent capacity or otherwise. 
This obviously makes it more important to check out what the 
source meant in question one. 

Did the DGI ever initiate an investigation of Oswald? 

What was the reason for packaging. files at DGI headquarters ! 
and fleld offices after news of the angaselination was received? | 

Source was asked whether any peavocalive material was 
deliberately fabricated by the Cubana (Queation 9) to confuse 
the investigation of Oswald, The reply attributed to him was, 
“the only fabrication known Is the special matter by Fidel 
CASTRO previously mentioned."' Please clarify. — 

CUCLBES ΠΟΤΕΤ 
Used Sole 
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MEMORANDUM FOR: Chief, Countér Tutbligence Staff 
τος Mr. > Rocka 

SUBJECT General : Dettiefing of. ΟΡ 
Specific i ee Oswald. Case~ 

Ly 

) VULUERE νος 

re δὴ 
EVES GNLY 08 May 1964 

REFERENCE  eilind Memorandum dated 05 May 1964 v ! 
ἐν Memorandum dated 07 May 1964 | 

onversations between CI Staff and | 
C/WH/SA/CI | 

1. When the Oswald Case first was discussed with the Source the | 
specific questions prepared by CI Staff were posed. The answers 
given by the Source were reported in Reference A. That memorandum 
which I dictated to a CI Staff stenographer-appears accurate except for 
sentence #9 which should have said that the only possible “fabrication” ἱ 
known by Source was the specific denial by Fidel CASTRO, ona ] 
television program, ‘of any Cuban ἘΒΟΘΊΘΟΒΘ of Oswald. 

2. On 07 and 08 May 1964 further discussed the Oswald Case - 
with the Source in order to clarify exactly what he knew and what 
he had heard. In the light of the explanation given by him, I believe 
that a clearer understanding of what he knows can be reached if I 
record his knowledge without using the question and answer format. 
Accordingly, in the following paragraphs I shall report all the 
information given by the Source paraphrasing his explanations and 
comments. 

" J have no personal inowiadgs ofLee Harvey CSWALD or his 
activities and I do not know thatOSWALD was an agent of the 
Direccion General de In Tigencia: (861) or any other directorate 
or department of the Gaba: Government. 

we Ἂ2 
eS 

I first heard of OSW ALD atter’ the assassination of President 
Kennedy when ‘media carried the name of OSWALD. 
Personnel in first.commented about the case, so far as 

Ἢ can recall, on after lunch when a group of officers, of 
whom I was one, were‘shatting.. The officers present were about. 
ten including Roberto SANTIESTEBAN, Norberto HERNANDEZ 

ς de Curbelo, Andres ARMONA, Pedro FARINAS ae and 

{ “ shy ΠΝ tort ᾿ τ ἈΝ alee 
Eyes sh ἐσ pit Ps 25% ae . of: 

atk ve Kade: ar Ie mg δε ἌΣ ες 

᾿(δ024851. 
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Manuel VEGA Perez. Manuel VEGA Perez previously had 
been assigned to Mexi¢o. “in the Coban ‘Consulate where he | 
was the principal intelligence officer of the DGI. VEGA | 
mentioned that OSWAED had‘gone to the Cuban Consulate | 
two or three (finés'in connection with a visa application 
during the timestha -MEGA;W as in Mexico. I gathered, | 
although I do not know that VEGA made any specific | 

| 
statement to this effect, that VEGA personally had seen 
OSWALD. I well could have reached this conclusion 
because normally VEGA and his assistant in Mexico for 
the DGI, Rogelio RODRIGUEZ Lopez, would see persons 
applying for a visa to go to Cuba. This is because DGI 
officers are charged with expediting the granting of visas 
of agents of the DGI. Such agentg\on appearing at the | 
Consulate use a special phrase‘fo indicate their relationship Ὗ 
with the DGI, (I do not know the: pirticular phrase used 
in every case. I do know that agents, from El Salvador in 
requesting visas al made mention of the name "Mauricio" ) 
The DGI officers ὃ τ Consulate nterviow visa applicants to 
find out if they ay@agents. “If the Visa applicant does not use 

Sos one of the ind τὸς ‘phrases; ‘the DGI officers instead of 
5 granting the vig mediately, tell the applicant to return in 

a few days. \ffien notifies Habana and requests 
authority for the visa. ‘I cannot recall if VEGA even made the 
‘statement that he had requested permission to issue a visa to 
OSWALD, but I feel sure that he would have done so because 
‘VEGA had said that OSWALD had returned several times and 
this would be the usual procedure. 

I believe that Rogelio RODELECES Lopez also would have 
- geen OSWALD because he worked with VEGA and also would 
have screened visa applicants <> ὃς 

I thought that Luisa castaton ape have had contact with 
OSWALD because I leayned, oy arch 1964, shortly before 
I made a trip to Mexico that ; Shechad been involved with qn 
American in Mexicg©) Fhe i 2 on to which I refer was told 

Officer nailed Norberto HERNANDEZ de 
lade with HERNANDEZ 7 oe 

Tyre 37% 

—@nncry 
SPoeky 

(δζ18 62 
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-“Enio", a courier yn: 
_. cannot recall. 
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| 

3 

because he gave me $40. @ to; uy Some shoes and 
other items during my 4 try rtd Mexico.) I had 
commented to HERNANDEZ thatit seemed strange 
that Luisa CALDERON: was. receiving a salary from 
the DGI although κα she. appa y’did not do any work 
for the Service<} HERNANDEZ told me that hers was 
a peculiar ἐστ τὶ that:heshimself believed that she 
had been r d in: Mexico by the Central Intelligence 
Agency altho gh Manugi PINEIRO, the Head of the DGI, 
did not agree. As Kyecall, HERNANDEZ had investigated 
Luisa CALDERON. This was because, during the time 
she was in Mexico, the DGI had intercepted a letter to 
her by an American who signed his name as OWER (phonetic) 
or something similar. As you know, the pronunciation 
of Anglo-Saxon names is difficult in\Spanish so I am not 
sure of how the name mentioned by HERNANDEZ should be 
spelled. It could have been “Boward" or something different. 
As I understood the matter, the letter, from the American 

Rg sbeett. ὕψι ον 

this could have been ALD. 1, myself, considered the 
case of Luisa CALDERON unusual because I had known her 
before she went to Mexico when she worked in the Ministry 
of Exterior Commerce in the Empresa Transimport Department 
where she was Secretary General of Communist Youth. She 
was transierred directly from that position to a post in Mexico 
which seemed strange. 

The only other person about whos you asked me in connection 
with this, whom I recall, is Sy and I know very 
little about her. What happened wi that I was in the Cuban 
Embassy in Mexico on 23 Marek 00 ut 1230 in the afternoon 
preparing to return to Habana: the y. I was talking to 
some other Cubans including. Rogelio. tODRIGUE Z Lopez and 
fnu BUENAVENTURA. of the Cuban Eimbassy; a courier named 

sem "Tato"; and one other Cuban whom I 
: a_pretty “girl standing at the end of 

someone asked who she was, and one 

= oC Se a eT 
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for all offics of eden at foe noe and in the field, 
to sort aa package z aldocuinents according to whether 
they were may eeretons \(vary secret), "secreto" (secret), ἡ 
or "importante" (imp < The material, once packaged, 
was to be held pending her instructions. All travel by 
DGI officers and all DGI pouches were suspended temporarily, 
In addition, I recall that DGI Headquarters personnel were 
instructed either to remain in the DG! Headquarters offices 
or to keep the DGI aware of their whereabouts so that they 
could be reached immediately. I do not know the reason for 
these nreasures but I believe it logical that they were issued 
because of the possibility that the United State might take 
some type of action against Cuba and the DGI offices. As 
nearly as | can recall. we were able to unpackage DCI files 
and use them normally about the 3rd6f December 1963." sid 

aR 

nS ἮΝ ᾿ 

3. In brief, the Source does ποῦ ‘claim tg have any significant . 
information concerning the assasSination.of- President Kennedy or 
about the activities of OSWALD If the paraphrased comments of 
the Source are considered ἕο ἢ ¥--¢larification, I suggest that 

Οὐδ withthe details of the OSWALD 
this canbearranged at any time. Mean- 
ἢ askedjh a forthcoming LCFLUTTER to 

determine whether or no ree seems to have concealed any 
information on this matter. 

Case, talk to the Source 

‘Harold F. Swenson 
Chief, WH/SA/CI 

. PAGE 21 of Ae 
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« 

SUBJECT: (Optional) 

Chief, CI/R&A BY June 1964 

TO: (Officer designation, ber, and ὌΝ “ 
ashsiog} ee ep ee - a “OFFICERS. δ ξϑλμεντς (Number each comment to shew from whom 

Qa ae whem. Draw a line across column after each comment.) 

particularly interested ih para-. 

graph 3 of Mr. Dooley's memo 

of record, attached, Art went 

over to wind upficose end we 

had with regard to the AMMUG 

information we had previously 
furnished, 

aa | 
Ithink you willbe | 

Rock 

for FOIA Review on _ JUN 1976 

SME AS, tees 
"93-953 

297. ad 

Qal GTO Meese”. A . SECRET CONFIDENTIAL INTERNAL = ]_sUNCLASSIFIED 

Peo 
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SOURCE EVALUATION: 

The Source is believed ta “be: ‘yery reliable. We have 

established through independent. vidence and cross- 

checking that the. e_major-part ἀξ sha intelligence 

true. For exainple, : we: “Ἀπδνὸ independent of this. 

Source tha (EGA: ‘Perez and Rogelio 
RODRIGUE 2 ΩΣ Cuban inte cligence officers — 

‘in Mexico. © ἀν 

a! ἢ 

WARNING NOTICE | a | 

SENSITIVE SOURCES AMD 
| 

METHODS INVO
LVED 

2.2. “»- oe 
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KAAZ-~ 27166 
19 Juae 196% 

Chict, CL/RA A 
Mr . Rayniond GaxRoaca 

go NS? 

cx ren ur QWeay οἱ Ὁ with related Rene. 
Wo Sy ‘> ΜΝ : 

Lee Turvey OSVALD : ᾿ ie 

(261-289 ,248) 

1. On 15 May 1964, we provided the President's Comission 

no personal Inowledge of Oswald and no information linking him to 
the Cuban intelligence services in any manner... As a follow-up, : 
iv. Howard P, 1119 of the Commission asked’ if he could see the 
questions us2d in the interrogation. 3 

2. On 18 June, I took the questions | i source's response 

to the Comaission and shoved them to Mr. Wiltens. He studied fica. 
and returned the questions: to. me with thg-observation thut they were 

* vovy thorough and fully satisried his. eéquirements. He said that he 
saw no need tu pursue this anghs, any ‘further. The questions and 
ensvers exhibited to Me. WillensVare attached. At no tia: during 

our contacts with th: Commission did we disclose the source's Identity 
or sryptonym. τὸ 

3. ibs. Willens indicated that the Commission wes vinding 

up its investigation. He was highly complimentary of CIA, veferring 

to the agoncy personnel he encountered here and in Mexico as “real 
nrofessionals." Mr. Willens asked that \convey his test regards to 
you. 

Attachments . ae AE 

ES : 
Orig & 1 - ἐδ δὰ aR 

SM, 

Document νυν 1393. 5 5 

for FOIA Review »" οὖν 1976. = τ a oF 

ME ASS 193 353. ἮΝ 
τ 

Ὰ 

“We ΟἹ ΕΑ /AEDooley 
ah C1 ΔΙΑ /Chrono * a | ail 264 Ί {Ὁ 

REPRODUCTION «= δ᾽ 
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ἜΣ ᾿ ~~ WARNI NOTICE eo = sett | SENSITIVE SOURCES AND 
SETS INVOLVED teen rt en eat ie, 

6 May 1964 

REPERUNCE: Debricling of pen Source dats ἀρῶ May 1954 i 
“5 Ψ { 

QE ke | 
1. Yhe source says that “pri eben 1963, Oswald visited the 

Cuban Embassy in Mexico soe two or three occasions. It is 
public knowledge he was in Mexico during the period 9-25-63 to | 

10-3-63. - | 
| 

A) ‘hen did source learn of these visits - before ov after 
the assassination? Please describe detail the circumstanzes j 
under which source learned this Netion and identities of | 

the persons involved. ae 

B) Did these visits splice. diving the aforementionsd 
period or is th: sourese re eferring- ta-prgvious visits. If the 
latter, try to gst πόδ Specific ‘deta 3 re Βϑρόταβ: these trips 
and the origin aes 

ἊΝ 

δ᾽ gourcets information . 

2. th: sonree sta tQantha t wetare, Cupica’ end after these visits 
Nswald vas in ccontact thivthe | DGI, specifically Luisa 

CALDERON, Manuel VEGA 82 and Rogello RODRIGUEZ Lopez. This 
rould appar to mean that one or more contacts wece mada. after 
OQsvald returned to the United States i.v., between 10-3-33 and 
11-22-53. 

a 

A) What does scucce mean by contact? 

B) Can he brvek dum these contacts by th: specific 
individual used, place and type of contact, and date of 

occurrence? , ὡς 

C) Did Oswald Imow or have reason to! suspect the 
intslligence connections of these poe. a 

“:. 

Dd) ‘hat vas the purpose of these contacts?” 

᾿Β) If Oswald did not know ‘the. ee sLligence affiliations 
of thes2 individuals, what Epretoxts j; if any, were employed in 
ern ee him? -- εν 

i) Did source νοῦς see ‘any Socuméntery naterial on any Οὐ 
. these conta: hae or ony corres Bendeut Laitiated by or addressad 
to osvald? ̓  

| | Bes ees 

WARNING: NO LCE 

SENSITIVE μος AND» 

; ALTO Was δ ΩΝ 

ἃ car, 
(ti ᾿ A 72 ry ~ ΔΈΝΕΙ 

MN fate Borg ἘΠΊ... 
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G) Did the DGI ever empla§epligdical” Survei Llances, 

HE) The soures 

obviously makes it 
meant in question one 

REPRODUCTION 
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SEGHEL 

technical devices or τ) coats panne tg Gover these contact 34 

says Qube not Khu whether the Cuban 
survices used Oswald dinany agent, capacity or otherwise. ate 

aporten’ bo check out what the sourc 

«Ὁ SS" I 

3. bid the DGI :vur initiate oS ase or Oswald? | 
! 
! 

k, Vinet was the reagon for packaging files at DGI headquartsrs 

and field offices after news of the assassination was received? 

5. Source was asked whether any provocative material was deliberately - 

fabricated by the Cubans (Question 9) to confuse the invzstigation 

known is the special matter by Pidel CASTRO previously mentioned.” 

| 
of Oswald. The reply attributed to him was, "the only febrication _ 

| Please clarify. 

Ν Addtndun 18 June with cetggnce “to 55 

‘the only possible Pabicication imown by source was the sp:cific 
denial by Fidel CASTRO on a TV program of any Cuban knowledge 
of Gswald, 

REPRODUCTION 
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SENS ITE SOME ES Fond 

Ae Tri Xs ly’ σὐντος 

5 May 1964. 

The source does not have a ες ΝΗ of Lee Harvey OSWALD 
or his activities but was abl@to provide items of interest based on 

Cuban intelligence officers assigned to the Direccion General De 

Inteligencia. The information appearing below was furnished by 
the source and is keyed to questions submitted. 

“ΝᾺ 

1. Prior to October 1963, OSMALD Visited the Cuban Embassy 
in Mexico City on two or three, decasions. Before, during and after 
these visits, OSWALD was inSsoatact wit ene Direccion General De 

Inteligencia (DGI), specifieally. with. Kaisas ALDERON, Manuel 

VEGA Perez and Rogge: RODRIGUEZ’ aes. 

VEGA i Cdven τ Gtsilivence pseudonym. is MARCOS 
is the current Cuban’IS c in Mexico, He recently has had a 

tour of duty in Habana, prgr‘to which he held the same post as 

now as Cuban IS chief in Mexico. 

RODRIGUEZ is a Cuban JS staff officer in Mexico. He has 
three Cuban intelligence pseudonyms, Eduardo, Casimiro and Jose 

Antonio. 

The precise relationship of Luisa CALDERON to the DGI is 

not clear. She spent about six months in ‘Mexico from which she 

returned to Cuba early in 1964. ᾿ 

2. The source does not know whether or not the Cuban Services 

used OSWALD in any agent ΕΡΡΕΘΗΥ, or other manner. 

3. A. When news of the ‘assassination. δὲ ‘President Kennedy 

reached the DGI, it caused much comment concerning the fact 

- OSWALD had been in the: Cuban Embassy in Mexico. In addition, 

orders were issued for all headquarters and field officers of the 

-DGI to sort and panes all document s according to whettier they 

" agp ABTA an 

pte οςς ποτε με ΞΘ WAR? ne HOTICE dectics'tr tte. | 
SEMSTE Eva a, 

GeCi Sed 
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were ''Muy secreto'' (very secret), One ᾽ 

"importante" (important). The: material once packaged was to be 

held pending further instruétions. In’ ‘addition, all travel by DGI 

officers and all DGI να temporarily. 

B. When the news that δὰ Lp was the assassin reached 

the DGI, there was no immediate comment but, when Fidel CASTRO 

spoke on television to deny Cuban involvement, there was considerable 

comment concerning OSWALD's visit to the Cuban Embassy in Mexico. 

At this time VEGA, who has been mentioned previously, was in Cuba 

and commented to a group of DGI staff officers that OSWALD had come 
to the Cuban Embassy in Mexico to request a visa but had been refused. 

VEGA did not give any details and the subject was not pursued. 

4. It is not known whether information on OSWALD's visit to 

the Cuban Consulate in Mexico in LGePtembe® 1963 was relayed to any 

Cuban service. 

. 5. It is not known if the Cuban intélligence services had contact 

with the New Orleans! Fair + Play for ‘Cuba Committee. 
eg | 

6. The only μοιάν ΡΤ recalled ig ''The Hook", the Cuban who | 
was convicted in New York City for the murder of a young girl during 

a clash between two Cuban groups. The DGI staff officer who had been : 
᾿ ° in the United Nations in New York, SANTIESTABAN traveled to Cuba 

with 'The Hook'' and with another Cuban named ORIHUELA and upon 
arrival in Cuba tried to obtain employment for both individuals. The x 

names Pedro Charles and Peter have no known significance. 

7. The reaction of Soviet officials in contact with the Cuban intelli- 

gence services is not known. 

8. Nothing is known about Soviet proposals following the news of 

President ἘΕΒΒΕΟΥ assassination. ᾿ 

9. The ‘only fabrication known is the special matter by Fidel 

CASTRO previously mentioned. 

10. Nothing is known about Jack RUBENSTEIN aka Jack RUBY. 

11. The name Gilberto LOPEZ is not familiar but, if he visited. 
DGI headquarters, a photograph of him. posertbly could be identified. = 

12. OSWALD's ‘photo was seen in the newspapers but Hoenig is 

known about him other than what appeared in the press. dul FETUS {wm ome oe ceive Piatt 

we oe 

SCHSHINS “te SoA 

ΕΤῚ δ. 
ΧΑ ΜΠ}... ae ise: | 
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1 MAY 1964 

aN 

Were the Cubs: en OSWALD in any agent capacity, or in ! 

any other manner, Ὁ 23 November. 1963? ‘ | 

| 
What was the reaction of the Cuban intelligence services to news 

of President Kennedy's assassination? To the news that OSWALD 

was the assassin? 

Was information on OSWALD's visit to the Cuban Consulate-in Mexico 

City in September 1963, relayed to any Cuban service? If so, what . 

action was taken? 

Was there any contact between the Cuban intelligence se rvices. , and 

the New Orleans! Fair Play for Cuba Committee? 

Has subject ever heard of Mario del ROSARIO Molina, or Pédio 

How did the Soviet dials in contact with shia Cuban , intelligence 

services react bo ΒΕ, ‘of the assassination? 
Ν e* 

Did the Soviek& πω ρον ἐν type of action or ihveatiestan to the 
‘Cuban intelligence ̓ βοενϊενε following the news of President Kennedy's 
assas sinatiGn? : a. 

ΠῚ deliberately fabricated by the Cuban . Wasa Oy ones 

_ servi ὡς οὐδε reand sent to the United States to confuse the 

11, 

tt { 3¢, VARY , "τὶ “π᾿ τε [ | pee 

ae Ὅν fe | 
PROBED BN 

investi jokey the OSWALD case? 

“Was Jack RUBENSTEIN aka Jack RUBY known to the Cuban. ‘intelligence 
services? If so, in what way? ᾿ 

Does subject know a Gilberto LOPEZ who entered Mexico on Neventbee 
23, 1963 at Neuvo Laredo, Texas and four days later proceded ta- 

Havana by special plane. He was 23 years old and carrieda U.S. 

passport. He also had a Mexican tuurist pe rmit. aN all . 
information yor can on this individual. | τε Le ," ὦ 

| Boake καὶ ν᾿ 19 ἐ 
a US Siu ia oy ΠΕΡ Sani : wore | 

Melee ἢ 8 saan wo ἐπ ἈΠῸ 

ΣΙΝ ὶ ΝΠ me 
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Under 
no circumstances should thre’ contents: Οἱ ‘the letter be made known 

to the subject. 
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COMMISSION ON CIA ACTIVITIES WITHIN THE UNITED states 

Washington, DC 20500 

Netson A. Rockefeller, Ἶ David W. Belin, 

Chairman : Executive Director 

John T. Connor : 

C. Oougtas Dillon April 15, 1975 

Erwin N. Griswold ᾿ 

Lane Kirkland 
Lyman L. Lemnitzer 

Ronaid Reagan 
Edgar F. Shannon, dee 

(ee ; οὐ δὶ 
Mr. E. Heng}: Suoches. "> Y 
Bactavaee fe ‘Dixeetor 
Centr ntelligence’ ‘Agency 
Waehingtan Ge 

Dear Mr. Knosbe? 

As you know, there have been allegations that the CIA was 
involved in a plan to assassinate Fidel Castro. For the 
purposes of this letter, we will assume that these allegations 
are correct, and based upon this assumption Ir Wont. like to 
know the answers to the following questions: ᾿ 

1, Did anyone with the CIA tell any member of ie Wace 
Commission or any lawyer serving on the Warren Commission 
staff that such plans had been underway? If the answer is 
yes, we would like to know what person or persons withthe 

_ Agency delivered said information, to whom it was delivered, 
when it was delivered, what specifically was told or’said, 
what documents there aré to support the answers to the fore- 
going questions, and what response, “if any,-was received from 
the Warren ee If the Commission. was not told about 
this, why was it noe ἃ and who made the..decision not to 
deliver such information to the Warren Commission? 

2. There is evidence: ro Castro, prior to November 22, 1963, 
knew about the: existencavof such plans and the possible in- 
volvement ofthe U.S..Gdvernment. Did the CIA at any time prior 

- to the completion of the Warren Commission investigation have 
any docurénts* or other infoematton indicating that Castro may 
have neve sheet such plans? If the answer is yes, would. you 
please shish) ug’ with copies of all such. documents and details 
of any such inftermation. 

3. Several months prior to the assassination of President 
Kennedy there 5 38 evidence of a public eech by Castro that: . 
was enbeted: pe eHE Associated Press MEEORY. Castro ane Sy 

i 

ἦν ae lt : τς : ' : CooL 4 | 

.-.......- «.»Ίκᾷ πὰ --- “--ὕὄ-ὄ.-..,.“..-..-- Ὁὦὸ.Ὄ Ὁ σοροὺυνυΣ τ τ΄ ber te ἫΝ a8 dnp τὠρωουο νὰ Saas τρόμος ρὸν | 
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to possible assassination attempts on his life and possible 
retaliation. Would you please advise us if there is any 
evidence that -$ASsociated Press report may have appeared 
in any newSp3peEs.. “in the. Ufillted States, including specifically . 
any newspapexs\ in Dallas or New Orleans. Would you also 
advise us @Rydu have: any other information of public state— 
ments of @nyCubah.-leader prior to November 22, 1963 indicating 
any awareness OE. ‘possible assassination plots on the lives of 
Cuban fosters. OO 

4. Would you please advise us if there is any information in 
CIA records to indicate that at any time prior to November 22, 
1963 any foreign government or any foreign group was consider- 
ing a possible assassination .of any American leader. If so, 
would you please advise us of all details and also advise us 
who. in the United States Government outside the CIA. was ad- 
vised of these Bras or possibilities. —— 

5. Prior to his. death Lyndon Johnson supposedly stated that 
j he believed that although there was no doubt: that Oswald 

killed Kennedy and Tippitt, nevertheless Oswald might have 
been a part of a conspiracy in retaliation to possible United 
States assassination attempts in Cuba. Would yow please advise 
us of any information in Agency files showing whether or not 
there was any communication to President Johnson of any possible 
plans involving the attempted assassinations of any Cuban 
leader and if the answer is yes, also give us all details 
involving this matter. 

David W. Belin © 
Executive Director 

H 
᾿ 
Η 

| 

| 
| 

i 

Sincerely yours, | 

ccciscs. Ὁ 

PROWIENTED ; ao 38 «τ 

“πο me ....-.....ὃς............ .τὕὐνοὐὖςς................ὕ.0Ρὕ..-.-..-..-........5...Ὀ. -----.....ς.ς.ς.. ee 
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XKAAZ- 22909 
τ 12 May 1964 1745 

N ΟΣ “μὲς Rocca | 

τοῖς, (ἧς: Meme i ee A nucy!s Peston ὃν Den ἐμ 5 oi 
ΝΟ 

NY 

Ses Gonmtss: 1A et a 

WS 7 πῶς DBP called me this afternoon, 12 May, to state 
that the ov has received a telephone call from RANKIN 

ῥὐαν! ὑδν τίς the Gommission's desire to interview him at 1030 AM, 

Thursday. Mr. HOOVER is scheduled to appear at 9:00 on that 
morning. " 

2. The DDP wishes to have from you a short but 

comprehensive memorandum which highlights the basic issues or 

positions entered into by the Agency in its dealings with the 

Commission. For example, RANKIN indicated that the Gomnission 

would wish to hear the Dire ctor's views as to iow improvements 

might be made in protecting the President's life.™ Further, they 

will probably ask questions regarding the possibilities: that a con- 
spiracy existed. Such general questioning certainly necessitates 

that the DCI be made aware of the positions taken during previous 

(δ interviews. I raised with Mr. HELMS the nature of the recent 

information which you are processing which originated with the 

——=7 sensitive WH source. I informed him that in your view this would © 
raise ἃ number of new factors with the Commission, that it should 

not go to the Commission prior to the Director's appearance unless 

we have first had some preliminary reaction or made sure that the 

Director is fully aware of its implications since it could well serve 

as the basis for detailed questioning. The DDP stated that he would 
review this carefully and made a decision as to the question of timing. _ 

3. Given the schedule, you will appreciate that the DDP 
will need a paper covering the above points as soon as possible. 

bates Sa 
ὃ ΤῊΣ JA. 

ree ΝΕ iS |. 
for FO: 7 Review on SUN, 76 = 
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been close and frequent contacts since the inception 

REPRODUCTION 
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Summary Outline ae δὰ 

anticipated, wall arisga@ We « course. , ofthe Director's appear- 
eee! 7 ΔΝ : 

Qos? eek an 

: This: brief is concages with as ae which, it is | | 

! Ἀπὸ aed, 

ance before the P ΤῸΝ ἫΝ Le mmission, These are: 

a. Formal aQeonlited negation by the DCL 

of any contact or association, direct or indirect, 

between the Central Intelligence Agency and Lee 

the tabling of an affidavit signed by the Director 
et α 

ΡΟ eS 

and notarized. (TAB A) 

b. A fopmal asmurance by the Dizsstor hat ad 

information in the. posdession of the Agency re arding 

Harvey Oswald. This should be accompanied by 

[ United States has been made available to the 
TA I RT Ge SEES TOES 

| _ Commission through its staff, with which there has 

c. An interim pronouncement by the DCI on the 
cmnnnnmemnnememnnea iaetaaasdaatasaasiaaasasasaaaaasaasaaaaaaataassataassamaasaasaaaaeaetee en) 

pr oblem-of-eenepiretoriel-responsibility for Oswald! 8 

| 
| 

| 

of the Commission's activities. (TAB B) ᾿ 

] 

ΤΡ Τα τ tee Pec τ ., 
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ΠΣ 
activity. It is, suggested” bat the DCI take the position 

“4. : me «ὮΝ 

that.at this timate is no, sénclubive evidence of 

ἬΝ ὍΣ «ὦν ἤ τ 
ea spirat a? ay ons or shi “of Oswald: that all Agency . 

information b bearing ‘axthis Bye en has been furnished 

to the Commission for evaluation and consideration inh the 

framework of its total knowledge of the facts. The Agency, 

at the present time, is lacking any knowledge of recent 

information or documentation furnished by the: Soviet 

Government to the Commission with respect to Oswald's 

activity in the Soviet Union, (TAB C) 
~ ᾿ 2 a a 

( ἢ ες d, The DCI's suggestions for improving policy and 
— 

organization With respect to the personal security of 

_ the President. Certain'ateps relating strictly Ἔ the 

Agency's jurisdiction have already been suggested by 

memorandum. It is proposed that the Director now 

make specific suggestions involving legislation which 

would treat information bearing on the personal security 

Gi ths President aad; wavisediy othoe Federal officials. 

directly related to national security affairs in a manner 

similar to what currently exists by statute for special 

ONES Cane emanate me patie Ss a ee 
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ES 
nuclear material or weapara ἘΣ duced to the United 

gee i a7 

States or manufacturéd therein AEBS Atomic Weapons 
. εἰς GM ἊΣ, ἜΝ By 

σέ Pact 1955). ‘gas D) 

7 a Oswalt « ἘΠῚ Mexico and his ‘possible 

relationship to the Cuban Intelligence Service. ων 

Substantive information of grave concern to the _ 

security of sources and methods have been developed 

on both of these topics. The information and, in certain 

instances, knowledge with respect to acquisition has ᾿ | 

been made available on a highly: restricted basis to 

Mr. Rankin and to certain elements ef his staff, It is 

. recommended that the DCI not respond on the record 
ΒΩ 

to queries on these topics. He should suggest that all 
TET ας 

eee sr ec LOC 

such "technical questions" μέ worked out in detail through the 
πος Tne νοι 

channels and proce | functioned very well 

-- we believe -- between the Commission and particular 
ALPS TEL TT TET 

CIA components, (TAB E) 
βὴ ἌΡ 

ae τ 

ae ERAGON Sn oe = 

fn : 4 

ἐς 3 ᾿ : 
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TAB A 

« 

Formal Disclaimer of an τ Relat ἜΤΗ with Bee Harvey Oswald 

: . ‘ Paster es on: Ὁ) 

ὃ νος Ὁ eS ESS 4 Η 

There have een decors enaalie gations which began .᾿ τὶ : ὲ 
᾿ A : τ 

immediately after the assassitation which branded.Oswald as a 

U.S. Government agent. In many instances, CIA has been 

namedas his sponsor. The autkership, geographical dispersion ἡ 

throughout the world, the “ themes and the timing lend 
“ om *s. 

Ἂς 

ΒΕΣΟΒΒ support to the conflusisn εἰ that’ ‘these charges are elements 
ον οὐ LL TTT II 

| ‘as of a world-wide, Soe ey = aganda and misinformation 

program. 
νραιηπρετανειεθμονεμηιμραιεεξι 

As DCI, Mr. McCdye welcomes this appearance before 

the Commission to make a categorical and unqualified denial of 

. responsibilities for what was a Gastaccly and heinous act. In 

witness of this ‘ the DCI submits to the Corimission an affidavit 

witch formalizes this ΠῚ ΠΕ ‘The ‘aftidavit is attached. 

. It is recommended that the: DCI state ence senily with this 

action that he desires to draw the Gominisaién's attention to the | 

ἐ 
i 

| 

| 

| 

Ϊ 

! 

these unprincipled distortions of the historical and personal ἬΝ 

fact that the irresponsible charges that"have been made, sponsored ᾿ | 

i 

els cy 
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organs since » the ass 
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American ἬΕΙ ἘΣ = components which has built _ 

up momentum over the past six years. We have traced the 

sponsorship of that campaign directly to. individuals and com- 

ponents within the Soviet police state apparatus. Their un- 

method nor a surprise as an occurrence. 

ἔν If the ΟΣ is challenged by anyone on. the Commission 

about the substance or: implication of his areraactt, it is recom- 

ΠΡ that penuonre be along the following lines: 

CLA isa , democratic institution. The DCI has 

incorporated in his affidavit the results of detailed 

and painstaking examination. qualification is 
ΩΝ δ MG gg 

raised with respect to the affidavit, = willingly 

ἴδε 
πο ᾿ 

i 
Ϊ 

scrupulous treatment of the Oswald case’ was neither new as a 

on the Commission's taske 

ere πὴ ον 
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APEIDAVIT OF JOR: A. McCONE 

- JOHN A, McCONE, being aig: sworn, degoses and gaya that he is 
jthe Director of Central intelligence, and that based on bis personal. .. 
| knowledge of the affairs of the Central Intelligence Agency and on detailed 
jinguiries he caused to be made by the officers within the Central 
Intelligence Agency who would have knowledge about any relationship Lee 
Harvey Oswald may have had with that Agency, he certifies that: ΝΑ. 

Lee Harvey Oswald was not an dyent, employee, or 
iaformant of the Central Intelligence Agency: 

ἡὐμδν: ὧν ᾿ Loe Sy pepe 

eT NPT πεν κοι, τῳοΛ στον στῶρτο. τς GEICO OO wae meee 

talked with him, or received ¢ or gdlicited any reports or 
information from him, gfcommunicatedwith him, ai | 
or indirectly, in any otter. ynaoners. τὰς 

ox 

4 faraigned him any funds or money, 
oy compensated him, direcy por indirectly, in any fashion; 
and 

DOA is ΜΌΝΟΝ 

the Agency never contacted: hia, tnterviewed him, . 

} 
{ 

| Lee Harvey Oswald was never associated or connected, 
directly or indirectly, in any way whatsoever with the Agency. 

(L.S.) 

| 

| 

| JOHN AL McCONE 

| Subscribed and sworntothis day of . | Ye Bon ἢ 
| 1964, before me, a Notary Public in and for the State of Virginia, by the 
| said JOHN A. McCONE, who is personally known to me and he duly 
acknowledged to me the execution of the foregoing instrument, . 

Ι 
| 
{ 

om 

. Notary Public 

My commission expires es 

eremsuen aa ee ᾿ς a : 
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the. eoverel statement that CIA eo 

ae Secon ΕῊ ine tnformstjon in ite possession regarding 
the activities, affiliations and associations of Osw Gopies 

of the reports and access to original data, in specific in~ 
Parse 

stances, has been given to Commission repr esentatives in | 

accordance with the DCI's. expressed instruction from the 

mngepeen that the Agency ale itself completely at the 

! 
| 
te 

Commis sion's disposition, — 
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TAB CG 

The Problem of Conspiracy 

ΤῊΝ ba A oe S 

The’ Sct showld note that at ork he start he had given 

specific indications toaster personnel working on the 

CGornmission!ts moe ας information bearing on 

Oswald's possible a with foreign spons ors be 

made available to the Commission, The DCI may state that 

he is gratified that his instructions have been carried out 

Se 
diligently and promptly. τὸς items of information 

aN, 

aeoviied the Gommis sion t x haye been: ‘studies on the See 

zation and functions ic τὰ of the Soviet police 

state which are wrto ἐπολμᾶς individuals and Getty 

: ON 
charged with the Stetasice of wink: is euphemistically 

referred to as "executive action! «= put is, in fact, charged 

with assassination and sabotage. 

PROHIBITED 

re ἢ 3 age 
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from the Commis pion . ith xespecfto the apparently favorable 
= vt ΩΣ ὦ XS " 

Sas By, ον Ε ἐς Whe USSR, the withdrawal of his 
y) 

wife, his possible ‘CO i there with Soviet State pisecu ey (the 

) treatment aff ἣν 

ΚΟΒ), and related questions which would tend to establish 

Oswald's associational link, with Soviet intelligence as 

"technical questions"! and, therefore, beyond the scope of 

present testimony, Itis Figascted that he rest en the fact that 

the Commission has taken up these points. item-by-item with. 

the ΘΕΒΟΙΟΒΙ levels of the Agony: and. that the ultimate fiudings 

Cc and evaluation can only, be determined by the Commission, 
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ἐξ 
ὡς ἈΌΚΝΩΣ ὁ Np PANS τ ; 

‘Mr. Rankin raiséd t G ReSStion dire ctly by letter. In 

to its statutory mission. . Specifically, it was suggested that: 

a. The Secret Service, or on record 
- {> 

with the Office of Central Referéace a aa require - 

ment for information a@lating to Presidential security. 

C b. it was ΤΕ that,. if -the’Secret Service 

yoo ̓ 
intended to expand ito ged ΚΎΜΗΝ coverage of possible 

threats to the President's security, our experience 

showed that it would need a specialized ΕΣ ΕΣ ᾿ 

ΠΕ dates to handle that task within the Secret Service 

‘itself. | | 

Ce The CIA reply also noted that the Agency was 

| ‘in direct touch with the Secret Service regarding the 

possible utilization wee thet agency | of ¢ our ‘experience in 

machine data processing. “ (On the aa record, it is 

its response, the Agency confined itself to elements relating | 

| 
! 
[ 

| 
. + | 

suggested that the DCI not repeat this detail. 

g με 
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In his presentation to ae Commission 56 ὲξ ΒΓ ΙΝ ΤΥ 

to these earlier sugeestiety the Dot-shoul#’state that he desires 

ον ΩΝ ᾿ 
rat eugpestion which he has not 

‘The Commission's major problem has been the assessment Ὁ 

to take the opportunity, 

tabled heretofore: 2 

Fe Sa a ον Σου ΕΣ ΕΣ ας, ςριέοδιΣςς 

of personal motive and the relationship of an individual act to 

possible conspiratorial guidance. Because conspiracy is the 

gore of the problem, the DCI should point out the possibility of 

legislative action which might be an assistance in preventing 

recurrence of the national calamity rit ” ῬΙΥΘΘΉΒΒΕΙΕΕ: There 

C: ̓ is an n analogy at close | hand between the problem of developing in 

advance information celiing to Presidential security and the 
— 

problem faced by the Sunt @ a few years ago regarding the . 

clandestine introduction or manufacture in the U.S, of special 

nuclear material or atomic weapons. | The remedy devised at that 

time was embodied in the Atomic Weapons Reward Act of 15 July 1955 

. (29 Stat 365, PL, 165, 84th Gengsews): In essence, the Act estab- 

lished : a substantial reward 5500 ὑπὸ. for information ibeasiay on | 

the Act provided by any person, and in core Sistances privileged 

treatment for such persons | -- ον λνοδν, ἘΠῊΝ if they were 

aoe ae why A GRCASZE > Ὸς -. 

cr eee 
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foreigners, was assured} Finally, a: Reward Board was 

created to ndmintier υ the: purp oses. of. thie “Acts 

pGcetnitead tunics τὴν eee action designed to 

induce individuals to furnish iniereistion. bearing on Presidential 

security by offering a substantial reward and pietevential treatment, 

The DCI should assure the Gurimiobion that he is convinced that 

the substantial ἜΣ the special treatment, and the publicity 

which would attend the implementing legislation in this matter 

could ἜΝ “ significant inducement even to staff officers 
: 

τον ΝΣ 

and personnel οὗ secret:associations and state security organs 

abroad whose functions include assassination and sabotage. It 

is these individuals who would be ‘privy to plans of executive action. 

The reward would constitute additional inducement for such 

| individuals to take the risk of making important disclosures. 

osarrte 
: The suggestion does not rest‘on the material elements of | 

reward and special treatment. The DCI can assure the Com- 

mission that we are aware that personnel in police state apparatuses 

charged with the assassination and sabotage functions have repeatedly 

ὔ expressed and, in many cases, acted upon their repugnance for 

cee: ‘25 fe 

PAGE τ 0 of CC 
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such work and for the system which calls-upon them to do it. 
aN 

where are specifictiises, in the past tenyears which document 

this as séxtion, 4 Tristedy geome ἜΡΥ with assassination 

missions sees aaa the r ‘mission even without the as surance 

or the iaducenient which the DCI ὌΝ here seeiuaiad: 

In making this sevelciise Ἢ DCI may go one step further 

in advi:sing the Cormmission to suggest that the Commission 

examine the advisability of legislation making it a Federal offense 

to conspire and to kill the Chief Ἐποδυθνοι 3) The DCI could also 

indicate that the Commission might desire to. suggest that any 

legislation along these lines should be enlarged to include con- 

spiracy to Κ͵Ὶ pone Federal. official in the President's personal 

circle of official associates directly concerned with national 

security affairs. (The Agency's Legal Counsel states that 

draft bills have been considered on the Hill.) , 

νὰ ΕἾ. 

ς ΒΒΙΤΕΙ 

| 
| 

sso nertTommee Hee, 
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ve ah kevise - §6th Congress Docr ἢ 
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pp 275-277 mien 
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ἊΣ 

" ἱ Atomic WraArons Ἐκνίλ που. Acr ΡΠ ΠΝ] {ΠΕ 

' Act of July 1%, 1055 (69 Stat. 205, P.L.. 165, Bille Cong: ) = ttomié im D 
Weapons Rewards ἀοέ 9 1985: Ἐπ ee 

: “Pe it enacted bythe Senate and House of Etpresentatives of 
the United Statcxof aAnecric: in. Congress assembled, That this 
Act may bo cited asthe Atomic Weapons Rewards Act of 1955, 

“Sue. 2. Any pergon “ee original information to the 
WIE Gnited Scates— p 

“(2) lending to theWinding or other acquisition by the 
Gnited Siates of any special nuclear material or atomic 

__. Weapon which has been introduced into the United States, _ 
or which has been manufactured or acquired therein contrary 
tothe laws of the United States, or 
“(b)-with respect to. an attempted introduction into the 

United States or an attempted manufacture or acquisition 
“therein. of. any special nuclear material or atomic weapon, 

_ . lédntrary. to the laws of the United States, ᾿ 
shall bo rewarded by the payment of an amount not to exceed 

> $500,000. 
“Sec. 3. An Awards Board consisting of the Secretary of tho 

Treasury (who shall be the Chairman), the Secretary of Defense 
tho Attorney General, the Director of Central Intelligence, an ἿΞ 
of one member of the Atomic Energy Commission designated 
by that Commission, shall determine whether any person ‘fur- 
mishing information to the United States is entitled to any 
award and tho amount thereof to be paid pursuant to section 

i ihn gr ge oni ae norte gS ae oom, 
CC ‘ : 2. In determining whether any person furnishing informa- 
Ν : tion to the United States is entitled to an award and the 

ἢ amount of such award, the Board shall take into consid- 
eration—— 

“(a) whether or not the information is of the typo specified 
in section 2, and 

“(b) whether the person furnishing tho information was 
an officer or employee of the United States and, if so, whether 
the furnishing of such information was in the line of duty of 
that person. ὌΝ : 

. “Any reward of $50,000 or moro shall bo approved by the 
. President. . re Ἶ 

“See. 4. Tf the information leading te an award under section 3 
‘fs furnished by an-alien, the.Secretary of State, the Attorney 
General, and the Director.of Central Intelligence, acting jointly, 
may determine that the entry of such alien into the United States 
is in the public interest and, in-that event, such alien and the mem- : 
bers of his immediate familymry receive immigrant visas and | ‘8 
may be admitted to the United States for permanent residence, 
notwithstanding the requirements of the Immigration and Na- 
tionality Act. 

“Seo. 5. The Board established under section 3 is authorized to fom ἣς 
hold such hearings and make, promulgate, issue, rescind, and “δ᾿ 
amend such rules and regulations as may be necessary to carry out 
the purposes of this Act. eM : 
“bre G. Any awards granted under section 3 of this Act shall 

be certified by the Awards Board and, together with the approval 
of the President in those eases where such approval is required, 
transmitted to the Director of Central Intelligence for payment 

. " out of funds appropriated or available for the administration of . 
( = the National Security Act of 1947, as amended. 

- ' : ες, 7. As used in this Act— 
(4) The term ‘atomic energy’ means all forms of energy τὸν 

Jeased in the course of nuclear fission or nuclear transformation. | 
“(b) The term ‘atomic weapon’ means any device utilizing | 

atomic energy, exclusive of the means for transporting or pro- 
‘pelling the device (where such means is a separable and divisible 

᾿ part of tho device), the principal purpose of which is for use as, 
or for development of, a weapon, a weapon prototype, or ἃ weapon 
test device. 2 wate ΔΝ ᾿ ; ae: 

“(c) Tho term ‘special nuclear material’ means plutonium, or 
‘uranium enriched in the isotope 233 or in the isotope 235, or any ἡ 
‘other material which is found to be special nuclear material pur- 

ἐν | guant to the provisions of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954. : 
Ὡς ἐπ τς “(4) The τορι ‘United States,’ when used’ in a geographical 
( : οτος gensa, includes Puerto Rico, all Territories and possessions of the 

Unised States and che Canal Zone; except that in section 4, the Ἶ “Ὁ . 
term ‘United States’ when so used shall jes tho meaning given 

᾿ toitin the Immigration and Nationality Act.” 
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Extensive inform 

Commission by CIA on mas level regarding Oswald's 

activity in Mexico City in September and October 1963, The 

Commission Staff has been in detailed communication and 

conver sation with the Agency ee levels both in head= 

᾿ς quarters and in Mexico City. Within the past week, 
σαν 

significant information has. been developed by CIA regarding 
nen nearer enamel 

the relationship with: Oswald of certain.Cuban intelligence 
OE nN TT 

personnel in Mexico’ City-and. the: reaction in Havana within | 
ΗΝ aM Ww ῬΕ ὩπὩ--..Ψ.Ψ........ Ὁ ὦ΄ὦὖὃὸἦἡῪΆ. 

the Cuban Intelligence Service to the news of the assassination 

of President Kennedy. The Commission Staff is in the course 

of being briefed on the Cuhan_aapect. 

It is suggested that the DCI handle any pension on the 

Mexican and Cuban phases of Oswald's a as. "technical 
meee 

ἊΝ 
questions" which members of the Cofamisston can develop’ 

from or through their own stat with: the »appeapitate component 

οὗ the Agency. This wea ne entinely ας eolisistent with the DCI's 
ANN AM ose 

overall assurance that he nas ios his personnel to place . 

their information completely at the Commission's disposition. ~~ 

ORCL ERT 

‘pace 54 __ of 
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τ : . 10 April 1964 

“BS Lins OS re: ALD Ferny 

1, English translations of caus. tradé: by EY Russian Embassy: 
27 Sep 63 (1037); 27 Sep3q{1626);_ 4 ‘Sep,sa'(1605); 28 ΞΕ: 63 (1151); 
1 Oct 63 (1031); 1 Oct 63 (APS Qer δὰ (ay . 

2. English translation of conven OS between President Dorticos in 

Havana and Cuban Amb Joaquin Hernandez Armas in Mexico on 26 Nov 63. 

3. English translation of conversation between Cuban Am to Mexico and 

President Dorticos in Havana on 26 Nov 63. 

for FOIA Reyiew on. eT 197 2 

ὡς ἊΣ er, 

| 

| 3 ΣΑΙ ΤΕΣ, 

BO - 2EF RAE 
lo APR. bY 

ee er 
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MEMORANDUM FOR: bir. J. Lee Rankin Ὁ 
General-Counsel - 

Ὅν 

President's Commission on the 

a Intelligence Service 
ia Ῥχῷ ae Visa Applicants; Reaction 
of that Servics tothe Asaassination oi 
President Kennedy 

SUBITET: 

lL. Within the very recent period, this Agency has sscabli shed 
contact with a well-placed individual who has been in close and 
prolonged contact with ranxing oificers of the Cuban Direccion 
General de Intelligencia (Directorate General of intelligence -- DGI).. 
His knowledge of DGI activities, techniques and personalities ἔξ 
direct and prefeund. This Agency has overied him in dutail on 
possible contacts between Les Harvey OSWALD and the ΟῚ orior.. 

resident Kennedy. A report on the Infor~ 

2. This source ie highly: senitiv> and of great, . immediate 

- operational significance to this Agency. The national counteristeili- 
gence interest abroad requires, thersiore, that 2ecess to the attached 
report, 22 knowledge of the existence of this source be rsatricted, = 
ior the present at least, to yourself = 3. sninimum mumber of your 

eee Ὁ Document Humber ἢ STrRage ες 

JUN 1975 

Downgraded to = SECRET. Cc =F 

by authority iv of "RES LAE 

date A 2" 7os ER 1225 

‘far FOIA Review on 

St ie 

. : ᾿ «τὶ ; 
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Pa 
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3. 3a appropriata senszitivity indicator naa pete αὐλικοὶ το 

this memorandum and the attached report. 

4. 4 sepy of thia uremeraadum with Ita attachment haa been 
forwarded to the Federal. Bureau of investigaszion. 

‘(Sizned} Sschard teins : 
Richard Heims 

Deputy Director for Plaaa ᾿ ᾿ 

| 

| 
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᾿ jttachmenk 

| SUBIZCT: Lae Harvey OS F7ALD | 

: 

| 

reg”? 

ἘΣ eae se pagan ΟὟ Pas Sey Sew aS 
or his activities and does act now aeber OSWALD was nm agent 
oe 00 Ὁὕ- orace Ὁ 

Ha Best 2 $c aay the assassination of Poesidane 
Rennsdy when naws a SSWaALols same. DG persaunal 
Srst commentad about the ie ee oe σαρρδὰς 
when & group of officers were chatting. Among ther: was Mame 
VA cane Gis parc viecaly tol Saas akclpaac ts Ou Cokes st 
Cousviate im alaxico Gity, where be was ἕνα peincipal DGI oifioer.— 
YIGA mentioned that OSWALD bad gous ta the Cuban Consilate 

( palit a 
tha time that YOGA was in Mexica. -- i Ss 

Whether OSYALD bad any covincy with VEGA on these occasions 
is net known ip the seurce. However DGI officers staticnad Ip 
consulates cnetexcarily interview vive. acpticants to deterreina if 
they ere DGI agents. If applicants are. identified aa agents, thelr 
travel ig axpedited. Ctherwise, they are uswally told ta come back 
in a Sew daya. During the interim ovpiicacts' nares are vebnoitted 
So evans for derther chetking and instructions. . According to the 
sosree, CSYALD may have een iterviewed Sy VEGA ay δὲν 
assistant, Rogelie RODRIGUEZ Loyes, Dut this is stricthy con—- 
jectare on bia part. The source docs not keow Slivia DURAN er 0) 
SS αρϑρινυ γε μερεύνν οἰσφὰ φρο νον τἀν τεὸς μουν, se ΟἿ  υλτο 
Cuban Drobassy in Mexico in March 1954. 

ΠΕΡ ΠΕ ΠΝ ἘΝ ΟΠ cea 
seached the ΤᾺ + arders were issned for all ΠΩΣ componezts in bs 
the country te ser’ aed package sil. documenta 3ecording to whether | 
ΤΣ a “samy secrete” sie arco “secret? {secret}, or 

SECkEr Be ὋΣ . | Pen. ἜΝ aded : Σ ροντσαὸ 36 ΤΩ͂Ν qe ; ξ τ, tpsurre GOB’ 9: ft ect meee. τὸ 

ig Ae Be ὦ ̓Ξ Bee Site vee Ἀπαρϑι, etree ae δ da? 9 boat ‘sy est τς a 

Sete 

ΠΝ 0 ῳ 
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> a. » UGE Headquarters? personnal 
wore instructed te reniain inti oiices or bo keep the DG] aware 
oi their whevealoute se thal ἔρον could be reached immediately. 
The source deed net know the season Jor these measures bak bellaves 

ee ee ἐαδν. ρι υκαμοςτη ἐταρ- α τὴν 

aed thes DOE Ξέρξου» muasiy as he vocally the DGI Ses were : 
restored to vegular abeet. 2 Dessanes 091: ; 
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@ 
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\ 

MEMORANDUM FOR! DC/OPS ~ oa 

SUBJECT ξ Review of Selected Items in the 
᾿ Lee Harvey OSWALD. File Regarding 

Allegations of the) CASTRO Cuban 
InyoOlvement-in the | 
John Fs 1} KENNEDY Assassination 

< SY a x od 

1. The wig Gouden and summary was. written at 
the express request ὁ . David W. Belin as a follow- 
up to Question 3 of his letter to the Agency of 
15 April 1975. Hd ed 

2 

2. The results - as I have already told nim - add. 
nuance, not evidence, to what the Warren Commission and . 
its staff had laid before them in 1964 on this subject. 
The results of the review are stipulated in paragraph 8 
of the Attachment. ‘There-seemed to be no reason to. .—sa_wi—«w Aes 
attach copies of the case reports from the file to this... .... =... 
summary. These can be made available promptly, howevere .- τ: 

on request. This summary-does not deal with press,. 
magazine and books that dealt with the. Subject coe tng 
the period after the assasaination. . ue 

3. My recommendation: ‘ts τὸ da with this paper. as 
we did with the earliex ‘one. requested by Mr..Belin on.) - 
the unidentified man: let’ him read the entire summary 
and then decide how much. ΒΕ Lt, ‘AE. any, is pertinent: 

SECRET. 

e___imper εἰ ἐν. 95 3.43! 

πο ΟΙ δὲ 
5 

PAGE 61. of 21; 
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to his and the Commissioa's needs and 
much will go into the classified recopd 

ν 
Ἦ 

Attachment 
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‘ | we SS | 

SUBJECT : Review of Selected Items in the 
Lee Harvey OSWALD File.-Regarding Allega- 
tions of CASTRO. Cuban’ ‘Inyolvement in the 
John F. KENNEDY. Aansesiyeton 

REFERENCE 3; 

' , Mr. E 
began 

by CAS 

BACKGROUND 

-Letter by Davia. We. Belin to 
° Henry Knoche, 15 April 1975, 

V3 (Regerding Public Statement : 
, attached 

1. On Saturday evening, 7 September 1963, ἢ 

‘Pidel CASTRO appeared δὲ a Brazilian Embassy reception in 
Sn eee 

Havana; even more unusual, CASTRO submitted to an informal 

interview by the Associated Press ~SSEESSESn Er . 
ETERS 5 

‘Daniel HARKER. 
LoL ETT, 

_ 2... HARKER's interview reached New York on Sunday, 

8 September, and was in print throughout the country on 

Monday, 9 September. There. can’ 6: πο question from the 
- 

facts surrounding the: “cASTRO“appearance, which had hot been 
ἔπος 

expected, and his agreement» το the interview, that this 

event represented a -more- chanveraina attempt touget ἃ 

_ message on the record in the United States. 

ΠῚ 

PROMIBITED 

SECRET 

- REPRODUCTION 
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3. CASTRO's statements. to HARKE 

--- _ 

covered a range of 

topics but dealt principally with λάδι σας political 

τέξαλας Pesatat KENNEDY, whom he ex-. 
va ἐς Se 

ee 

(" ... KENNEDY is ἃ " ... the BATISTA of his 

times ... the most opportunistic American President of 

all time ..."). 

4. The interview also contained an uncomplimentary 

reference to Senator GOLDWATER and Cuban delay in signing 

the limited nuclear test. ban. There were differences in 

the replay by United States newspapers like the 

New ech Times and Washington. ‘papers, with a result that 

CASTRO's “message” was significantly modulated. 

5. In New. Orleans, where Lee Harvey OSWALD resided 
a RRS 

* ete 

until the θεν τὸ ‘Séptember 1963, the HARKER story 

Imperiled by Aid to Rebels." The story followed under the 

appeared in the principal morning paper, the Times-Picayune, 

_ on Monday, 9 Sept bp~page?, under a ‘three-colunn head- 

line: "CASTRO Blasts Raids on Cuba. Says U.S. Leaders 

HARKER by-line: 

Havana (AP) - Prime Minister 

Fidel Castro said Saturday night: ‘U.S. 

“leaders would be in θῆσθε if cney helped 

in any attempt to do away with. leaders of” 

Cuba." 

“SECRET 

ΓΝ 
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"Bitterly denouncing what he called 

recent U.S. prompted ‘raids on Cuban terri- 

re prepared to "-ὄ.ὅ 

U.S. leaders 

os ῷ ws NS 
shoul Cnet RON ΔῈ Ἑπῶν are aiding terror- 

ist ὥς eliminate Cuban leaders, they 

themselves will not be safe.’ 

ee. World affairs ae seemed to be 

entering a more peaceful climate a few days 

ago, but now. this trend has changed with 

, attacks. 

*'The U. S. is areays ἜΒΒΟΥ: το negotiate: ae 

and make promises which later: it will not honor. 

This has happened to promises tiade. during the 

October crisis. They have been broken as can 

be seen with new attacks. | 

| "But I warn this is leading to a very | 

| dangerous situation that could deaato a worse 

crisis than October's ...'" 

6. The New York Times, in its coverage on 9 September, 

eee a UPI wire service report which omitted any reference 

to the warning and threat which gave the interview its real 

significance. The Washington Post did an abbreviated re~ 

πρό ξὸ (9 September, pagé A-7) which, similarly, omitted 

‘any xeference to the main thrust of CASTRO's remarks. = ; 

ἐδ, 
3 

SECRET 
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“Bhe. Evening Star. Ss Washington, D. C., printed _the HARKER 

« 4 = 

Reaey nearly in ‘its entizety in the second section of the 

of th@ HARKER dit Seu, placing the emphasis on the po- 

| 

paper (9 september 1964, base B=-4) and reworded the content | 

SE LS Wyo" | 
litical as - in particular, highlighting the GOLDWATER 

elements and burying CASTRO's warning to the United States 

leadership in the middle of the piece. 

assassination)that this CASTRO interview was considered in 

following up leads or in dealings with the Warren Commission 

and its staff although Mexico Station specifically directed 

Headquarters attention.to.the AP story very shortly after 

the Dallas killing. More important, the interview appears 
‘nse? 

| 

| 
7. ‘There is no evidence in the files on\the KENNEDY” | 

| 
| 
j 

| 

to have been forgotten in the contemporary political consid- 

eration of relations with CASTRO's Cuba. There is no evidence 
‘ser RESUS A RRR 

in the Agency records, either, that the Warren Commission 

staff ltself pursued the implication of the CASTRO interview 

in dealing with the conspiracy hypothesis. There is no 

Te ΒΟ ὀοευδενΣ 
stated by any other Cuban leader beforé the assassination. ἡ 

8. The purpose of this. review, undertaken at Mr. Belin's 

request, is to reconsider Lee Harvey OSWALD’s activity on. ce 

assumption that as an avid newspaper | reader > which we know | ᾿ 

from testimony of Marina OSWALD and others”. -: he. read the» 

CASTRO warning and threat as reported above. . The ‘results 

SECRET 
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~ of ‘the review, aanittedy heavily using the 20-—-20 quality 

lw} τς 

ae There: ‘¥en increment of credible Ὃ 
i -" ᾿--πτσπσπ- - στ 

eGitente, apatying this phrase stfictl , of ΕΖ = 
= 
δος Cuban political, intelligence 

of hindsight,“ ‘may: be a κε ytstes in summary: 

Soviet 

or security service involvement in the as- 

sassination to what was developed and con- 

sidered by the Warren Commission and its 

staff. The Commission's finding that Σ 

Lee Harvey OSWALD was the killer of 

ΕΘ τ ΒΥ ehead et a a eases 
President KENNEDY and Officer TIPPIT and did 

them in alone and of his. own determination 
ect! | “; a δε 

b. “Credible evidencé” that would | 

upset or significantly modify this judgement 

did (and does) not exist in Washington. But 
"....-.τ,.......ὄἕὕβὕβ.........ό.ό.Ρ...ΡΡ..΄...᾿... states 

such evidence could exist in Moscow and/or 

Havana, whose voluntary inputs to the Warren 

Commission were minimal in quantity and 

quality, designed to cover up any admissions 

of knowledge of, or connection with, OSWALD 

which might be related directly or indirectly | 

| with the assassination. Therefore, the belief . 

that ‘there was Soviet: and/or Cuban (KGB and/or 

DGI) connection with OSWALD will persist and ᾿ 

5 
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᾿ τ SECRET 

pee 
~~ grow until chore: fas\been a full disclosure _ 

by these governments of all elements of 
Ts CTT TD 

wider "window" for this Seaclncedee: That, 

_indeed, was the opinion at the working level, 

particularly in the counterintelligence com- 

ponent in‘the CIA in.1964. As was indicated | 

by Mr. Helms in his testimony before ale | 

Warren Commission, CIA would continue. το: » 

oN 

a ; 
ΜΝ Δεν 

ven ; 

regard this aspect of the OSWALD case as_ me 
ANN, 

still open.* * 2 See a 

c. In the absence of ὡς ἀμ: ὧδ | 

οὐθέν δὰ of "credible" events & s are | ‘i 

"nuances" in the record that eme ὦ e as note- | 

worthy, in the light of other conclusions. 

These are reviewed and summarized below, item- 

by~item. ‘hee | | 

d. CASTRO's warning and threat of 

7 September 1963. ay OSWALD did indeed read 

‘Investigation of the. Assassination of President John F. 
- KENNEDY. Hearings. Before the President's Commission on the 

“τ Assassination of President KENNEDY (Washington, 1964), 

hereafter cited as Hearings, Vol: V., pp. 120 “- 129. See 
- - @specially p. 124. as ram Hélms: ‘Yes. I would assume 

ΩΝ the case: could: never be closed. ἊΨ Pd 
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it in New orleans ταδὶ t be considered of 

great significance. in on light of the 

pathological, evolution of OSWALD's passive/ 
Ce 

agsxeseive makeup after his attempt to kill 

BS WALKER. early in April 1963 and his 

identification with Fidel CASTRO and the 

Cuban revolution which is directly trace~ 

able as far back as his Marine Corps. 

service in El Toro, 

warning and threat, given to AP corres-. 

pondent HARKER, irrespective of whether 

there was any formal mandate, or even 

security service contact with’ OSWALD: 

by the Cubans or the Russians - was an act 

ef singular irresponsibility and under no 

circumstances was excusable as retorsion 

for what the Cuban emigres were doing during 

the summer of 1963. 

‘CUBAN CONTACT WITH LEE HARVEY OSWALD, SANTA ANA, CALIFORNIA, 
EARLY 1959 (2) 

9. The testimony of Nelson DELGADO contains an assertion 

"REPRODUCTION 
PROUIENTER 

κ ᾿ ᾿ e 

SECRET. 

California. CASTRO's 

. of germinal significance to any review of the background of 

Lee Harvey OSWALD's feeling toward and evar tons with 

CASTRO'S s Cuba. DELGADO was probably the Glosest peek group 

oe 
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| 
| 
| 

no > ae 
member to QSWALD..during his specialist training period 

at El Toro Ma, ine, Corpa\Base December 1958 ~- September 1959. 
Fe ; 

The Warren Commission, port takes note of this: 

CrOSHALES ord DELGADO that he was in 
ὌΝ δὴ > : 

t 5 @ Saban diplomatic officials in 

this πιο which DELGADO at first took 

to be ‘one of his lies, but later 

believed.'"2 

10. Actually DELGADO's testimony says a lot more of 
ALT ET Ee eS 

possible operational significance than is reflected by the 
een STDS I TE T° 

: language of the report, and its implications do not appear ~ 
--- «Ὁ --------τ-,|...- a art 

to have been run down or developed by investigation. Thus, 
‘omer Pe SURPASS 

> the record of the beginning of OSWALD's_relationshi ip with 

the Cubans starts with a questi n mark. at? a ae 

.l1l. The period was one of transition im U. 8. ~ Cuban 

relations after CASTRO" 5 takeover. OSWALD, and DELGADO at 

the outset, were CASTRO supporters, OSWALD being particu- 

larly keen about how to get to the island. DELGADO testi- 

fied: | | | | 

" «ee T didn't know what to tell him, so . 

ΟΣ told him the best thing that I know was to 

2.. ἐπι Ὡς τὸ ὶ 
Report to the President's Commission on the Assassination 
of President. John F. KENNEDY (Washington, 1964), hereafter. 
cited as Report, Ῥ- 687. 
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get in touch with aCuban Embassy, you know. 

But at that time), that Aytold him this - we 

were on feLendiy, emi with Cuba, you know, 

1 RO. shbversion or malintent, 
ΟΝ 
ἘΝΣΩΘΟΝ t know what to answer him. 
oe 

I told him to see then. 

"After a while he told me he was in 

᾿ς contact with them... ᾿ : ες 

Ϊ 

| 

" .e- I seen this envelope in ne foot~" ᾿ | 

lecker, wall-locker, and it was adaréssed τος | 

him, and they had an official seal on “its. cay 

as far as I could recollect εἶδε waa. mai)” #ron 

Los Angeles, and he was rel ἐς 4 Gaete was 

a Cuban Consul. And just after he ‘started 

receiving these letters - you see, he would 

never go out, but stay near the post all the 

time ... | | 

"eee he ‘had one visitor after he started 

receiving letters he had one visiter. It was 

aman, because I got the call from the MP 

guard shack, and they gave me a call that 

OSWALD had a visitor at.the front gate. This ᾿ 

ΠΣ had. to: be | a civilian, otherwise ‘they would _ 

have ‘t Tet: hin in. So I had to find somebody to 

relieve OSWALD, who was on ϑύδζα, to go down - 

SECRET. 
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there to visit“with “this fellow, and they spent 

about an hear and xnae, two hours, talking, 
πο meer ae 

I guess¢ and he came back. I don't know who the 

ioe what they talked about, but he looked 
SS SK ΝᾺ SM” 

nonchal ΤΟΝ the whole thing when he came 

back. He never mentioned who he was, nothing. 

"Mr. LIEBELER: How long did he talk to. 
| | τε 

him, do you remember? ῖ : αἴτεον 
- ESS 

"Mr. DELGADO : About an Re Bae pate: 
LRQWY 

< 

"Mr. LIEBELER: her att OSWALD 
EXNS’ 

who this fellow was Ἐ 

two hours ... Sy aie 

to? 

"Mr. DELGADO : No. ie 

"Mr. LIEBELER: Did you connect this visit 

that OSWALD had at that time with the Cuban 

Consulate? 

"Mr. DELGADO : I did; because I thought it 

| funny for tim to be nee. eng a caller at such a 

late date “ time. Also, ‘up to this. time he 

hardly ever received mail; in fact he seldom | 

received mail from. home ‘because I made it a 

policy, I used ta” pick up the mail for our unit - 

and distribute it to the guys in there, and very 
Gos 

seldom. dia τ᾽ ‘ever~see one for him. But every ‘so 

often, after he started to get in contact with 

a ae a 
ἫΝ 

10 
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τ τόπο στ these Cuban peonteg eee getting letter 

"pamphlets and ReRpive 

WN es & 4 aii receiving letters, 
SINS er ne ZN 

Pag Roa , Maybe pamphlets, you 
aw. NS 

know, x4 τ things we get from 

ΠῚ ow, but it wasn’t a church. church, yo 

"Mr. LIEBELER: Were they sag 

Spanish, any of them, do you know » 
Φ μα: =~ 

"Mr. DELGADO : Not tha αὶ can si read) 

NO NS ἮΝ δ 

“Mr. LIEBELER: “he . ae 
©) to believe that these things Sqnt2 to OSWALD | 

avy reason 

from the Cuban Consulate? | ὃ | 

"Mr. DELGADO : Well, I took. it for granted | ! 

that they did after I seen the envelope, you 

know ... something like Mexican eagle, with a 

big, impressive neal, You: 

_ ferent colors on i Sted white; almost 
: Ke S 

ow. They had dif~- 

se 

looked like our ἔοϊοεα, <fouen now. But I can't | 
wa 

recall the gor Gee) new it was in Latin, 

United, s Se rt couldn't under— 

stand. It was” “at | | | 

Mr, LIEBELER: You don't know for sure . 

"whether it was from the Cuban Consulate? | 

1 
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PASS 
"Mr. DELGADO. ΣῪΝ But he had told me 

ἐν τ 

πξουμᾶ that enveioue in his prior, just. before 
KEN Ὁ 

wall Lopktes, thatthe Was receiving mail from 
wees SY . 

Pe ieee 

¢ 9 

"Ze ‘ : rae 

Ἶ SECRET 

| 
| 

themg’ and one“ ting he offered to show it to me, | 
ΛΩΝ 

meg interested because at the | 

time we h work to do, and I never did ask 

: | 
to see that paper again, you know. 

{ 

j 

| 

"Mr. LIEBELER: Did he tell you what his 

correspondence with the Cuban Consulate was. 

about? a 

| "Mr. DELGADO : No, he diane οἷς 

"Mr. LIEBELER: Did he ae oe you 

that it had to do with the conversatgo that 

you had about going over to Cuba? 

"Mr. DELGADO : No. . The only thing he 

told me was that right after he had this con- 

versation with the Cuban people was that he. was . 

going to - once he .got out of the service - he 

was going to Switzertind ... 53 ; 

12. OSWALD’ 5. application to Albert Schweitzer. College,. 

Churwalden, Switzerland; ‘was dated 19 March 1959, ana he 

was presumably to report there on 20 April 1960. Destined 

_ for discharge from. the Marines on Ue December 1959, OSWALD 

Ξ3Ξ΄- nee | a 
Hearings, Volume VIII, pp. 241. ~- 243. © Oe Ge 

oe a . . 

® , τ 
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a 
accelerated his Sates sounds of family hardship in early 

September 1959. onc 27. Sept er 1969 he was issued a 
KOON 

U.S. passport valid fox tg evel - among other places to 

SES 

Cuba and gon the Soviet Union from ἢ 

Finland on 1959. 

3. DELGADO'S testimony has the cast of credibility. 

Granting that, it is of basic importance to focus. attention 

on the male visitor who contacted OSWALD at El Toro Camp: 

and talked with him for between one and | a. half. το. two hours. 

The event was unique in DELGADO's recollections, and ‘actually 

there is nothing like it - on the record - in, everything else 

we know about OSWALD's activity in the United States before 

ox after his return to the United States. The record reflects 

no identification of the El Toro contact. DELGADO's presump- 

tion is that he was f the Cuban Consulate in Los Angeles. ESS 
Assuming that, the muerte are: Who was it, and was 

a 

- there reporting s£0m Los (hn les to Washington and Havana 
το 

that could, Ὸ ἐδ the opening of a Cuban. 

file on OS ὌΝ 3 

ees x ee IDENT KENNEDY'S DEMISE BY COMMUNIST Ὁ 
PARTY CELL LEAD ORSE BENITEZ ZABOLA, 1962 ἘΣ Ξ ᾿ Ι 

14. Guatemala Station forwarded to Headquarters on 5.0 

9 danvery 1964 a duplicate copy of a raw report by a 

4 ἡ μὲ a a a 

u.S./Cuban diplomatic and consular relations Were aevacda 
on 3 January 1961. a ee 

τ ἢ ok ᾿ -" " , 13 

erm ne 
PROMATED - 
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penetration dated 5, ΣΕΥ 1962 describing events at the 

yearly Communist” Panty “eet meeting. The cell leader, 

Morse BENITEZ, Babolas< said’that the Communist Party in 

cuatandia’ ‘shoulasforqw’ a Single new party; "We need not 

Boor 

preoccupy oie @s over the politics of President KENNEDY | 

because we know, according to prognostications, that he 

15. This report apparently had been discounted when 

will die within the present year, 1962." 

‘it was received and was not forwarded weit the Station “" : | 

re~reviewed all of its material after thé assassination.’ 

The file reflects no follow-up or formal aiesGni nation 

of the report. 

ENIGMATIC THREATS BY CUBAN THIRD SECRETARY IN THE 5 anbee, 
7 NOVEMBER 1963. . 

16. A sensitive liaison goucde: reporting after the 

KENNEDY assassination, indicated that at the Soviet reception 

on 7 November 1563, the Cuban Third Secretary, 

Ricardo L. SANTOS Pesa, discussed the recent refugee raids 

on Cuba and their implications with a host-country diplomat, 

| θη μα 8 with the admonition: " ... Just wait and you © 

will see what we can. ac. It will happen soon." ‘Asked to 

be more specific, ‘What would happen soon, SANTOS replied: 

"Just wait, ‘just wait." 

17. These data were passed to the Warren Commission’. 

by memorandum, 31 March 1964. . SANTOS was reported to have 

ΧΑ Ὃς" 
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™~ ες ἃ history of medical instability and was summarily recalled 
: Pa = 

from The Hague reportedly for reasons related to that fact 
SB ΤῊΣ . 

in april 1966. - ." 
ἃ a: τῆ ον 

INTERCEPTED: CONVERSATION OF CUBAN EMBASSY EMPLOYEE, 
LUISA CALDERON , _-AETERNOON OF 22 NOVEMBER 1963 

KENNEDY assassination, a Cuban Embassy employee named.» 

"Luisa" Recetved a telephone call in Spanish from an uniden= 

tified male outside. ee | π᾿ ἮΝ 
KS 

19. The caller asked her if she had hesid the atest 

news. "Luisa" jokingly replied: "Yes, of our αν knew | 

it almost before KENNEDY ... Imagine, CBee two, three and : 

now, that makes three [she laughs], what barbarians! ...* : 

‘20. Both speakers ee on the Sexsousness of the | 

assassination. "Luisa®: Saso stated that the party at 

Silvia DURAN's had: bees" oalied off so it would not appear 
᾽ν 

that they were_ Gelebiatiien the death of KENNEDY, nor would 

they have the. partyccoindide with the burial. Finally she 

ΌΝ 

said sncQianned: te nbve that night into. the house of a 
SS 

doctor (8 ΘΟ Sian: 

21. Latin hyperbole? Boastful ex post facto suggestion > 

of foreknowledge? This is the only item in the intercept 

coverage of the Cubans ‘and Soviets after the assassination 

that. contains the suggestion of foreknowledge or epectatven: 

15. 

"8 ECRET 
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~ 22. The tenuous, endgnnatic character of-the- conversation 

is sharply highlighted by_ the following facts: 

: 
_Nbuisa™ was-pepbabl ide 

ποῖ σα, CALDERON, ἃς “gadre worker of the Cuban 

pireccirate Goperal of Intelligence (DGI). 

returned to Cuba in 1964 and was reported 

—— τπτἴ᾿ τ τ ----ς-ςςςς--ςς 

“to be working in DGI Headquarters. 

Sa es a cas eg gee ὃ : : 
᾿ Ὁ. The DGI element in Mexico City in the = 

fall of 1963 was headed by Alfredo MIRABEL Diaz 

who had arrived on 2 September 1963, formally 

‘as the replacement of the Consul, Eusebio AZCUE’” 

(departed 19. November 1963). “Thedeputy DGI 

chief (and as of June 1964, ΜΙΒΆΒΕΪ," 5 successor) 

was Manuel Engenio VEGA Perez. 

c. The "Silvia DURAN" named in Luisa's 

conversation was the receptionist, a Mexican 

national, who dealt with OSWALD during his known 

visits on 27 and 28 September to the Cuban 

installation$ in connection with a Cuban visa 

application for stay and/or transit. 

Silvia DURAN is the sole live witness on the 

record regarding OSWALD's activity in 

Mexico City. ‘Her testimony, however, in its 

entirety was taken and presented, ΒΟΙΕΙΝ, by the 

| Mexican Governmental authorities. A direct 

16 
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confrontation eet ber was requested by the 

Warren Commission ‘stafé but rejected by the 

Mexican Cauthorities. It is from Silvia DURAN's 
— ae 

statements: that it was learned that OSWALD 
ΝΣ ᾿ NN 

betam Eengaged in a personal altercation on 

. 27 September with Eusebio AZCUE. 

d. Manuel Engenio VEGA Perez, 

alias Marcos, and his DGI ἈΒΒΊΒΕΒΗΕΙ, : ; 

Rogelis RODRIGUEZ Lopez, were βϑαθ νοῦν 

identified in February 1964 by two independent 

sources as engaged in the activé development 

and facilitation of the training’ of, Nicaraguan 

agents for the purpose of assassinating 

General Annstasio SOMOZA. VEGA, it is estab- 

lished, was’ on post in Mexico City during 

OSWALD's stay there 27 September - 2 october 

1963. He left Mexico city δὴ 3 Νανοβδθξ 1963 

for Havana. It was reliably peporved aneue 

VEGA that all individuals going to Cuba, reualivr 

or illegally, had to pass through him first. He > 

took the pisseaahteal data and sent it to Cuba 

for name checking, a procedure which normally 

took fifteen days.” 

᾿Ξ : ΤΙ i ; : 
For example, VEGA would have handled the details of the 

_. visa action and facilitation of the trip to Cuba via 
. Mexico City from 28 December 1962 - 21 January 1963 that 

a er “ | on = Ootss2 os 

᾿ΜΕΡΙΝΙΟΤΩΝ Ao te ae 
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23. There- is ne! evidence in the OSWALD case file that 

Silvia DURAN was ΠΕ Δ πο to a systematic elicitative 
sae se 

os? knoe 
Ὃ ΝᾺ 

on the Cy S DGI, its personalities and methods, in 

Εν στ 

SOs ‘eoutimued by intercept, with the data herd 

Mexico City. Was it normal for a case like OSWALD's, 

considering the fuss he arlegedty made with ἈΞΖΟΌΕ; for the 

‘applications to be handled ‘solely by a local. ‘employee and 

a lame duck like AZCUE whose slot had been taken: by the ” 

DGI chief? Whatever the answer to these questions, they 

‘were not asked at the time. And there remains the more 

fundamental question: accepting the DURAN story on its 

face, could it haVé@~happened without the knowledge and - 

participation of the DGI personnel above cited? This 

seems unlikely especially because VEGA is later gite y 

a Cuban DGI Set ecror as pole stated A he was aware OSWALD 

CASTRO's overseas intelligence and security service could 

have more in its files than was surfacéd in the DURAN 

was taken by Vincent Theodore LEE, the organizer of the 
Fair Play Committee for Cuba, with which OSWALD established 
relations from Dallas during the period 19 April - 
2 November 1963. There is an overlap between LEE's and 
VEGA's travels to Havana during that period: VEGA 
departed Mexico City on 6 January for Havana and returned . 
on 13 ἘΘΒΕΌΒΟΥ 1963. . 

18 
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~ statements. COmEn: back to the beginning: Luisa" - 

Luisa CALDERON - 28 a pahber of the DGI unit in Mexico City - 

uld ve «στῇ: have enn something that would make what 
om meee 

she atta ‘her unidentified caller less a matter of 

boast Sulsel£Enauzgence than was assumed at the time. 
a ee τ σι νε ων εν 

Ne . 2 

SILVIA DUP SUBSTANTIAL AMPLIFICATION OF ADMISSION OF: 
ALLEGED PERSONAL RELATIONS WITH LEE HARVEY - OSWALD, - 1967 

24. The defects viewed in hindsight of the Silvia DURAN 

testimony already have been suggested above. (In that 

context of criticism it would also be relevant to reconsider 

the implications of the two intercepted telephone conversations 

on 26 November 1963 between the Cuban President, DORTICOS, 

and his Ambassador to Mexico, Joaquim Hernandez ARMAS, 

because the thrust of the conversation dealt with the ques- 

tion whether Silvia DURAN had been asked about [or been 

offered?] money payments by her Mexican interrogators.) 

25. As of September 1964 Silvia DURAN gave up her 

Cuban Embassy job. In the spring of 1967 Silvia DURAN 

was reported by a reliable and sensitiye source to have «. 

cut all relations with Cubans. Her account, in 1967, Ok 
7 

how she had been taken-into custody and had been, interrogated 

after the assassination repeated what was alxéaay. known. 7 

She added, under circumstances that did Te ‘permit’ the:” 
Ser ak τ 

source to Shatrenge or elicit corroborative dotgisy that 

| 19 
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She had gone out with OSWALD during his stay -in Mexico City 

and claimed she hag eexual relations with him. 

or Sy 

ALLEGATIONS on ¢ CONSPERATORIAL CONTACT BETWEEN OSWALD AND 

CUBAN GOVERNMENT AGENTS WITH PARTICULAR REFERENCE TO 

ALLEGATIONS: OF (Ay. ELENA GARRO DE PRAZ AND 

(B) a aes ONTRERRS 

part “> ON 
« ὃς CAS 

2 ΣΡ ἷΝ Commission reported, "Literally 

dozens of aNegations of a conspiratorial contact pernenn 

OSWALD and agents of the Cuban Government have been ὡς 

investigated | ..."56 Among these cases, which consumed . 

hundreds of CIA man-hours in Headquarters afd abroad ay 

and similarly the FBI in the United States, " was the” 

Nicaraguan walkin in Mexico City, 26 Novembes 1983, 

Gilberto ALVARADO Ugarte. . : 

Warren Commission under the cryptograph "D." ALVARADO 

Claimed that he had seen an American, whom he identified 

as OSWALD, receive money some time in mid-September 1963 

in a meeting in a patio of the Cuban Consulate in 

See Report, p. 305 ff. - Some of the others were the cases 
of Ylario ROJAS Villenueve in Cozumel and Guadaloupe, 

' the allegations of Enrigtie Ruedolo GONGORA in New York City, 
the claims of Robert Edward GALLANT, Santa Clara Prison 

. Farm, τ σα and the allegations of Ray DOBKIN's. | 

7 
Hee » Report BP. _307 - 308. 

20 
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Mexico city. ALVARADO's story was ultimately broken by the 
TESTS DSS pS DMSO? 

use of the polygraphy\on which ALVARADO showed evidences of 

deception, and by’ bringing ALVARADO's former Nicaraguan 

security service contro! into the case. 

28. 2 8ε ALVARADO. ‘story is a particularly acute repre- 

sent ἴσος, the difficulties that beset the evaluation of 

observed ecgaaiice: certain elements of the story persist 

despite the anpescinent of its major premises. ALVARADO, 

whose account “aia not become public until the release” of 

the Warren Report in October 1964, talked cofisistently. of 
a 

the presence in the Cuban Consulate tr ction, of a Negro 
΄ 

with red-dyed hair. | yp Ay 
5) SESS ς 

29. Elena GARRO de Paz is ἃ mecurial, OSE and 
Γ᾽ ALT a STD ᾿ : ζ 

socially prominent Mexican writer, married, but separated 

from a high-ranking Mexican foreign service official. She 

is also the cousin of Horacio DURAN, the husband of 

Silvia DURAN, cited above. There is a strong personal 

antipathy between the two women descending from 

Blena GARRO's trenchant anti-Communism, 

30. From October 1964 See his retirement in the fall 

of = 1969, a US. Embassy officer, Charles THOMAS, pareletently 

kept up a stream of reports’ and memoranda reflecting ‘GARRO's 

account of what. had actually ‘gone on between OSWALD, the 

Cubans and in’ | particular Silvia pia in September 1963, 

ἐπετίμα a repeated reference toa Negro with red-dyed_ hair. 

es | _— 7 

SECRET 
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31. The first reference to the GARRO story was noted in. 

¢ . ; .-9 

a Mexico Station Memorant jum of Record dated 12 October 1964: 

"Elena GARRO. Tsaia] that she and her 
“BN 4: 

eanant ee were. ‘invited: “το a party δὲ the Cuban 

| 
| 
| 
| 

a | 

| 
! 
| 

ey auizing: the perioa she now finds out 
Cy AE i 

ened ὄδραξῃ was here in Mexico prior to the 

ere oe ‘She was invited by a Westen. 

secretary in the Cuban Embassy whose husband 

is a cousin of the GARRO family [Horacio DURAN]. 

At the party she saw three Gringos, not 

drinking, not mixing and more or less just 

standing around together like three bumps" on. a 

log. They were so obviously out of place that 

she asked someone in the Cuban. Embassy about | 

them and was told that ‘they were just passing 

through. ' - She claims that on ‘the: way these 
3 

three Gringos stood out she took> a good look 

at them as did her daughter. When the 

assassination occurred and OSWALD's picture was 

spread into the newspapers, both Elena and 

her daughter immediately said that he was one- 

of the three a a ‘without: a doubt' at the 

party." 

32. _GARRO repeated her RRO repeated her story to Mr. Charles Will to Mr. Charles William 

THOMAS, an Embassy political “Embassy political officer on 10 December - on 10 December 1965: 

22 
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“In September 2egRetter her return from abroad, she went 
“: 

to ἃ ἘΒΕ ‘accoripanied by her ΒΞ ΘΛΕΒΕν at the home of 

Ruben DURAN Temphas}s added]. Ruben is one of the two 
ἧς Qe 

peSthexs of Horatio DURAN, who married her cousin. She 
OU? pe 

δ ο sWADD aha two other young Americans. At the party 
we) ed . 

she was discouraged from talking with him. Other guests 

were the Cuban Consul AZCUE, General Clark. FLORES, 

Silvia DURAN, who she later learned was OSWALD! 5: mistress 

while ae was here, Emilio CARBALLIDO and a Latin American 

Negro man with red hair [emphasis added]. In November 1963 

when the identity of the assassin became known, she and 

her daughter went to the Cuban Embassy and shouted 

. "assassins" and other insults at the staff there. ὃ Shortly — 

afterward, she and her faughter were visited by a friend, 

Manuel CARVILLO [or CALVELLO], then an official in the . 
oo: 

Secretariat of : Si aie ion and were told he had orders Es = 

to escort then ftova sfiatiVand obscure hotel in the center 

of town... ?R get ieee there for eight aaye under pretext 

Américan Embassy and explain what she knew of 

Communist spies. . . ae ee ae tio 

33. On 25 December 1965 and 9 January 1966. ih further: “ a 

interviews with THOMAS, GARRO and her. daughter elaborated and 

These particulars were not confirmed by independent observers 
at ἘΠῸ time. 
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And tinal a BER ee s retirement from U.S. Government. , 
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as, 

in certain particulars significantly modified her earlier 

account. a Calso- acknowledged that she and her daughter 

had been @nterviewed By Embassy officers to whom she claimed 
oo 

they dia pot give, a “very complete story because the 
rare 

Embsgsy oftiegré did not appear to give much credence to 
ὡς 

anything ὑμὸν said. ; Bee 

34. It developed that GARRO and daughter had Bean τ᾿ 
een 

aia “ 

interviewed by the Lega 

The FBI representative therefore considered ἐπ τὰ εξονυεὴ εϑ 

“πο ττττοοὦΨἕωᾳιοέιοὸῆΠκ ιν as Gs 

Chief of Station on 27 December 1964 and to the Ambassador 

on 25 February 1965. | | 
35. The Embassy Political officer, however, persisted in 

his interviews and reporting. In a memorandum of conversation, 

13 July 1966, GARRO i@engified the place to which she had been 

taken by CALVILLO as the Hotel Vermont. (This detail checked 
sen memantine 

out ΞΕΞΙτα τε very =~ ~GARRO was at the Hotel 23 ~ 24, 25 = 21 
" ~~ 

and 28 -- 30 pSvenbex: 1363. ) In ΒΗΘΈΒΕΣ, on 7 February 1967; 
Ss SS 

GARRO's “᾿ ing Wisissitudes with the Cubans are set — 

7 

service, the Department of State, at his request, Peg 
¢ 

28 August 1969, disseminated to CIA and FBI a ‘compilation of 

his reporting of the Elena. GARRO interviews. ᾿ 

24. 
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8 G5 where the matter rests. GARRO's chronology of the 
Ἶ Ἶ EDR LPR αὶ 

events she described. as ; havin ο Chet Ee dah eh an capital 

in September 1963 ever. coincided with the confirmed data 

WALD's presenee there. Her story, however, had two 

points. copéturaht with allegations by others Segerasng 
LOS ΝΣ 

OSWALD: WL’ NO SXS 
a. AARADO's allegations regarding the 

Negro with the red-dyed hair {this detail could, 

however, have been gleaned from the 

Warren Commission's published account of the ἢ 

"pD" case] and | oe 

b. Silvia DURAN's later claim of & 

_ intimate personal contacts with ΟΕ QS 

: 37. Beginning in March and mised nr the 

American Consul, Benjamin J. RUYLE, in Tampico developed a 

contact with a local τ - a 

Oscar CONTRERAS Lartigue, who clainied to have encountered: 

OSWALD with other PECTCES Ae students at. the | 

University of Mexico campus in September 1963. 

38. In June 1969. CONTRERAS was interviewed by a CIA 

officer: os εὖν 

He studied lay a at the University of Mexico 

-- ὧν 

“for three approximately 1960 - 1964. He 

ἀρὰ νὼ to ἃ ‘clandestine pro~CASTRO revolutionary © 

group δὲ the University. Regarding the OSWALD: ae 

| | 25 
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case he was aie cautious and although he 

was not able Re eens to give dates and 

names, he ΓΈ Ν Ὁ visited the ee 
S'S 

shortly after the Cuban 

im avisa to visit Cuba. 

ΓΌΟΝ yegarding pro-Cuban 

πα ὦ groups at the University and ~ 

was directed to CONTRERAS and his friend. 

OSWALD met CONTRERAS and four other persons: 

as they came out of a round-table discussion ᾿ 

held in the faculty of Philosophy... ‘OSWALD ay 

told the group it was BEGEnC τῇδε Βα visit: | 

_ Cuba and the Cuban Embassy haaGentea’ ‘hie a 

‘wisa. He requested aid from δον ϑῆρδασ. group. 

CONTRERAS and others mistrusted OSWALD because 

they felt he was a CIA Browoaations The group 

allowed OSWALD to accompany them the rest of the 

day, that night and part ̓ ς the next day. OSWALD 

was very introverted anid: f appeared to be slightly 

crazy. OSWALD nade( Go nens.ten of an assassination 

Se. 
peek point he had to 

Se 
plot but kept 

aN 

travel to (Rineafatgy | a 

39. At «τῷ QS SS FBI knowledge, the matter was 

| turned over to the Mexican ὁ authorities who deteimined that 

CONTRERAS was indeed at the University of Mexico but only © 
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for the years 1959 - τὶ and that he had been publicly 

associated in protest, activity for the Student Revolutionary 

Bloc (BER) in sanuary ‘1983, However, the group ceased 

functioning-as_ such-in. tWe middle of 1962, and 

Oscar TRERAS.- was, never one of its leaders. No further 
ς λιν Ὁ 

work is Sef ste in the files on the CONTRERAS allegations. 

Apart from the unsustained claims made by CONTRERAS eno 

his own presence at the University, there is an additional 

element that undermines the credibility of his. ‘account: 

OSWALD's Spanish, which was barely adequate: to get. him meals 

near the hotel, seems hardly likely to fave: permitted him to 

carry on for an extended period with QGhivernigy student 

group. | ΝΣ NP 
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31 January 1964 
[ooh ᾿ς. ΧΑΑΖ- 225 πὶ 

MEMCRANDUM FOR: Mr. aL ees Zein 
As mee SDS 

SUBJECT: 

Bees as τις: απ ταν, t. Warren τ Met ES en 
Oi ὃ πο Ὀ--ἰ.ςςςς..--.ἑ--ςς-ς.ο.-ς.--.-.-...-.χτϑὔὕΝΎΥὕ. Ὺ.-..... 

1. Iam enclosi ΝΒ be ais information 
developed by CIA on or Lee Harvey CSVWALD in Mexico 
City. We have incladed in this paper only hard, achstastive 
information, Any judgments that are mede remresent pro- 
fessional evaluations by individuals who have worked over . 
the years δῷ specialists in their fielda, Speculation, rumor, 
and vague detail uct directly related to CSP Alps activity 
have not been inchaled, 

2 Pursuant to our discussica on ἐρὶν ἀρ 1964, I 
have given the enclosure an appropriate classificetion, The 

cosipromise of this material in its present form would lead 
directly to the destruction of currert sources and methods af 
this Agency in Mexico ane elsewhere, 

Deis Nuakes 509. 509-30 3 (signed) 
for ΕΌΙΑ Richard Helms om" BANGS Deputy Divector for Plane ght 

Enclosure : ᾿ se beea: asi 
. : yo 55] 

1 ~ WH/3 (Mr. Whitten) eae 
1.-SR/Cl w/atty . ae 

= Chief, CI/R&A w/att / οἷ 

CI/RGRoccasde/ 31 ἼΑΒΒΒΕΣ 1964 | Ee 

ae a Ta OS Co as 
ΕΝ τὰν ον por astaes | 

eceecc7 

πὶ 134 τ δῆτον. 
COPY NO. __ 
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‘ ἣν SEI τ κ  τ ΑΠΩ 
. ἘΣ ΤΡ | 

τ SR Aw OS ae Ὁ se ἄν ectearthen — πὸ necetnennnnnneetee Rte EOI, 

31 Janvery 1964 | 

é ‘me 3 5 " ἢ ] 

: κέσ gdtod Boe 

42 Ὁ | 

Information Develossd by CLA an the Activity of ving 
Lee Harvey OSWALD in-Mewico Cit : ᾿ | 

23 Sentermber - 3,Cetesas’ 1953 

PER ISAS : ee | 
ῳ aoe ἊΝ Ἰὼ 

awe | 
XY oasw ALots Activity: 4a Me exico City 

1, On9 οκεοΐεκ the § CIA 5 tion in Mexico City received | 
. aa : | 

the following information frm a relizble and proven source: 

An American named Lee OSWALD hac contacted P 

the Soviet Embassy in Mexico City on Tuesday, 1 October 

2963, He had spoken in hating Russiante the Soviet _ oe 

Embassy guazd, Ivan Ivanovich OBYEDKOV, τὸ whom is 

he said he had visited the Embassy two days earlicr, 

Satur day, 28 Bantenbes. He asked whether there had 

oe a. seply to ἃ telegram that the: Consul with whom be 

had spoken, but whose name he coe not recall, kad 

promised to send pe Washington, OBYEDKOV had 

atterazted to eatablioh the. juontity of the Consul with 

whom CSWALD had sateed?? if iy τὸ had 5595 a dasi 1 rso0n, 

“then it had pr obebly been KOSTIXOV, OBYEDKOV, 

Fe a : 5 ;““.-.-.-«- “Προς + 6 0 cee tenet τ 

we . @cpadt i WARHING NOTICE . j 

co sosin € SENSITIVE SCURCES AND 
v ᾿ ες ap : $n ENS prone ΠΥ ΧΩ 
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Aww | oJ 

after a check with Sovict Consular personnel, assured 

OSWALD the telegram had been sent to Washington but 

no answer had been received, 

Tho information was forwarded aS Io ta CLA Hasdquastess 
OSS 

the same day it was receiyeds\ an | ᾿ } - 

2 A file cheek: ‘fe Weshingted which is routine in thase = 

co x By Pee pe ie Mn 

matters revea! δὰ the poosibility ofan identity between the Lee 
ue 
"“ 

OSWALD wko had spoken. with OBYEDKOV, and presumably 

with KOSTIKOV, and the defector returnoe, Lee Harvey OSWALD,* 

3. Onld October 1963 CIA Headquarters disseminated by 

‘ cable the report in substantially the form and in the detail | 

indicated above, in paragraph ἃ, to the Federal agoucies ΕΚ 

jurisdictional interesta had been established by a review of | 

OSWALD!s file: the Federal Bureau of Investigation, the Depart. 

τ . 

* The CIA file on Lee Harvey. OSWALD was opezed on 9 Decomber 
1960 ta accommodate biographic information developed by CLA ia 
yesponse to an inquiry from the Department af State ona List of 
American defectors in Soviet Bloc countriss, OSWALD's was’, 
_arnong the names. in the list, The Department of State inquiry 

as dated 25. October 1960,.. An interim reply was given by CLA 
on 3 November 1960; a final resiy, on δι November 1950, Wscil - 
azly October 1963 the contents of the OSWALD file held ̓ ὃ. CIA > 

seis cia entirely of press eaves tuts and disseminationas 
_received from the Dees stmext of State, the Federal annem of 

" Investigation, and the Navy Department, at 

+ te ewe sree Ὁ ent 

οἰ WWD toe νιον 
‘ 4 Ὧι a 
2... τὸ. | SENSITIVE SOURCES AND 
wee 4 ETHODS INVOLVED 
ee ee _ Owemerane: « 

τ τῇ ῥὴ . ἘΣ Ὃ 5 
“α΄ 5 - ΕῚ Ἂς “ © a. . Poa ww ae” < - ey. Lae gee et a stacey ἢ ΟΡ ΤΟ νον a + ta ΝΣ “ως ta Slt Rpts OE LAF ων ene oS Farris ἐς ΕΟ poh ie τς a eget Ὁ πὰ Νὰ ΝΥΝ a: NTS πα ὧὰ, 

ει. OS wets 
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σῶν of State, the Na avy ey and the Immigration and 

SS 
Naturalization Ser vies... τὰ ‘comment was included in the report 

noting the lukelihood saat eusiset, Lee OSWALD, Was 
Ἀ 

, or obiably identical with the jae Marine who had defected to 

the Soviet’ Union in 1959, (The report dissomizated by CIA in Se 

Washington on 10 October also inci re physical descriptisn 

of an individual who was believed to have been the OSWALD whey 

had contacted the Soviets in Mexico City, It was erbgesands 7 ᾿ | 

estoblished vy investigation that the paces cats Ἐπ ἐπ ports sta, a ᾿ | 

: to OSWALD.) ᾿ Ce 2 

&, Onthe same day, 10 Ccteber 1963, CIA Headquasters 

sent a lengthy cable summary to the Mexico City Station of the τος 

background information held in the Meadquarters! file oa | 

SWALD, An instruction wa was included for the Mexico City 

Station to pass the substance of its 9 Cetober repors to the lecal 

seeresenatiycs of the same Federal departments and ageacies . 

that had been given the information in Nace aca This 

instruction was immediately carried out. In this manner the 

4nformation on Si 8 coutact with the Soviets onl Octaber 

was vassed in Mexico Cit to the Embass , the BI representative, 

ths Naval Attache, aad to the office of the ΠΕ τα σΞαξιθβ 8: 

Naturalication Service, There were no recussts from ἘΣ ΓΊΝΕΙ of 
—_ 

. the report far. further information ox for follow=up i inves ation, 

aa .- 

WARES orn ows 

— ἊΝ SENSITIVE SCURCZS AND οἷ 
Ce FP METRODS INVOLYFA 

: Ly ae ene he. eetey se ae. Tan Oy ΝΕ owe: ων Ze ena wD ve eee ie a eg ἦν heoye s TAS Trane Ὁ οὐ en ΩΣ 
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.3 ‘oe φῶς σης Tae hae toc 8 re me emmy 

Ἶ ἜΝ ΝΣ" 
". . ° ie 

ip co3 δ Bre rye «ἢ 
‘eames attest ASa tte cast ats 

5. After the assassination of President KenacJy and the 

arrest of Lec Harvey OSWALD, an intensive review of all 

available sources Was, wife reste in Mexico City to dcterraine = 
ατϑὰ ἐῈ 5 ἴ ‘ae | 

the purpose ef€ (Ὧ5 ἯΙ μον visits, It was learned that CSWALD 
Cate ἐν Ὁ) ΄ ' : 
: Ct \ ᾿ 3 . - * : 

had also\yirit ᾶ the ‘Cubs, Consulate in Mexico City and bad ΗΝ 

talked there nh ge ΕΞ ἃ. Mexican national, named Silvia 

DURAN. After the assassination papa the publicity about Lee ! 

OSWALD, Silvia DURAN had told a number of relatives and 

fylende that she had talked to OSWALD about a Cuban visa. | 

Silvia DURA N and hes husband, Horasio BURAN Navazzo, wera | 

Getalned and questioned by the Mexican police :ξότα 23 to 25 

November 1963.. 

δ, After εἰνίας some of the details of her own personal 

background = she is an adraitted Leftist sympathizer and had’ 

formesly worked for the Mexican-Cubaa Instituta of £ Cultural 

Relations ~ Silvia DURAN said that when she fivat heard of the 

dan th sesident cca γαρίδα ecn de prossec ang thought 

the as sassin must aye been’a meesinc, When ske leamed thas 
3 ς: ~ ΠΟΥ τυ, «Ὁ 

awit the nPale Pay y for Cuba Goramitrec” 

POC ee Ὲ she did net befteve ig gat ὅν et. τ τς ὌΝ 

7. She νὰ ὁ the case¢ to her husband and when she 

heard the mame of Lee CSWALD mentioned, she recognized itas 
oS OEE Ge ao ρος, eat 

WARNING NOTICE 
ταν SENSITIVE SC" mes AND 

Ber GES BENG ANE. ct peer age 

0m Ho “θὲ 4 OY” 

+ tome we  ποσττ =, sees cnmeee oe -Φ π΄... .----“-““. -- τ 
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the man who had corne to the Consulate about two months before 

to get a visa to ἜΡΡΕΙ Ε ἣν his way to the USSR. She 
ake 

xealised that st herd » said νὰ married toa Russian and that 

he ha Q mage to the ἫΣ Fair: lay for Cuba" | group. She checked 

her ride’ on abi’ In the δἰ μὰς archives and from the δαοδοιεῖὶνό. ΠῸ - | 

data, she Ass sure it was the same man. He was short, blend, , a 

poorly dressed and his face got ved when he talked, He was 

denied a Cuban transit visa because he did not yct have a Sovict 

visa, and he was told to get tho Soviet visa first. pat or noted 

᾿ ; that this would take about fourmontas. She had askec the Cuban i 

Consul himself, ‘Euseblo AZCUE, to talk te OSWALD and they | 

had an argument when AZCUE urged OSWALD to leave Mexico . 

instead of waiting there. The Consul had phoned the Soviet Cone | 

mee and talked to the person handling OSWALD's sues ws | 

had said it would take about fea months to BSE from Moscow 

bout the Soviet visa. The s ἐν OSWALD had come 

backs again and she had ES s-the same thing. ‘Sha’ gave 

«ἂν N° ἊΣ LAN 
OSWALD a slip eae ‘tite hE ame and teleghone number on 

it in case Ror got his soyiat visa. He did not call back, she said.. 

8. Silvia DURAN'S bu παρόπαδ,, Horactlo DURAN Navarro, gave 

assesitlally the same ἘΈΘΣΥΣ as he had previously enue it frora 

his wife aiter the ὌΜΕ ΤΕΣ He had never had any personal 

contact with OSWALD. gt asain ah Ἢ 

tials Pen es ‘SH Ige Wine ἡ τ ὰ : 
a fe rrr τὸ ἐῶ μὲς Coe AND, 

τὸν eg δῷ ν' at : SENSITIVE. 5 SO Reed. 

* ΑΙ κι Gen ie be + AAS HOODS: INV Ove 
a en 

SP ect 98 oe : a eas ory . tee Pe 

Ὁ aera. oes res aie a, a 
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CONST eet 
+ 

ἐφ. ; Pes Ci ol 

9, Silvia DURAN was reiaterresated by the Mexican police 

from 27 to 29 Nevesiues6 Bus she did not change or add materially 
oe 

to her EOE y about. OswarD. 
ae: 

a on ta: ἜΗΝ that. thd Cuban Amba i 
= ee 

Jo0aq yyw HERNANDEZ Armas reported on tb 

Cuban Gevernment sent the Masican Government a stice note = 

protest, which the Mexicans rejected, 

day after DURAN!'s release, Cubaa Σ ΞΕ ΕΝ αὐοχλοὰ ᾿ 

HERNANDEZ about hig repoyt, HERNANDE i that 

there had been an altercation between CSWALD aad Consul 

ictent but unsuccessful effort 

had cuiainas M Se DURAN “abode money, or thought that the 

ἣν Be 27 September, τὸ ea arate ‘Silvia DURAN 

. infor med the Soviet Subaes 

‘bad reques sted a visa ἴα transit Cuba oe nis way y to the: ̓  

ae Ὁ ΣΤ σπιτο a της, ταμρμμκαμοιμιακιρμιξεειαμσκαμμκαν. ακαβρεσμαρερμενῆραῦ, 

wba : is: eS. NOTICE — 2 

é a t 
πο τὰ : τ ‘ 

re Ἐς iy ΔΘ ΛΜ pe pe e : 
. \ veo Bom OO” q ὁ) ad Pe POL MED! seme 

te aps τἰλεῤϑπυξιν οὶ εοξ αθε ou aaceue Ὁ 

Pi on ee weg tal ee | tan τὰς “' δι ΟΝ te Oe φῶ Ale 

confirmed r “=< which have a bearing on Mra, DURAN account: 

to determine from HERNANDEZ whether the Mexican authorities . . 

sy that 2 male Amor! ican citizen een 

go: ἐδ: 
cor YO. Peano ae 

gree 
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+ αονμανσονοοφοῃν, ete, examen thay 

Sovict Union, Sue desired to know who the Amorican had 
: an 

talked with at : the Soviet Gonsulate, Alao, she indicatad 

. that the Cuban Consulate could grant kim the visa and 

arrange iemigrasiondteila i if the couceasion of a Soviet = 
«ΚΞΝ 

vi 

Sr ewere sauce ἘΞ 
Ψ CaN wy) ‘= 

Re N27 Sentember, Pursuant to her inquiry, Silvia 
os 

DURAN received a confirmation from the Sovict Embassy 

shat the American had been to the USSR eae, ‘Ee 

bad shown them 2 letter from the’ Sevier Consulate, Be” 

W sae os indicating that he had eee log 8 een 

visa for nisiselt and Lis wits to go tat Sy USSR. No 

- answer had come from Washington; however, the waiting 

period was sometimes four or five eioutlie: The Masten 

also had a letter attesting that ke was a member ofa proe ὁ : 

Cuban organization out he had claimed that the Cubans © 

would not give him a visa ulies ko are already received 

a Russian visa, ~ 

ee. 

him a transit visa Sere & Sovie τ viea was forthcom ing, 

notwithstanding the Aeiesicinis wish to go to Cuba to wait 

'.7. Mere AINE MAGE 1 τ 
ν᾿ ees Lary ΤΗΝ ome 

: i crt ne aa oe INE Ν Me , - 
Sige - : ss ese TVS SOURCES oii ὥ . 

΄ ᾿ . ταῖν a ὅν ioe 

eos 598 INveLzs . δι κακα Τα τήν ficaamamenenmeecava@ee ener 

π 6ὃῸ ἀνε 
PROXIEATED 



ren 
a mod oo. 7. ; 

a % ry "t, 4 ot 8 ᾿ : | 

«ΠΤ TERT τ 
| ΜΝ ee o WORT ΤΣ 

; oe os 
there for his Soviet vis According τὸ DURAN, the 

ON 
American knew τό. Seyi Cuba and sho σου ed to 

“. 

wae ἦν τς Ψ 

appr ops istély sanstatetie American's card, The Soviet 

wor . 

<- echaed her ε statins that the American wes not 

temscr, Silvia DURAN was ναίω: visited 

AN 

at the Cuban Embascy in Mezzico City by the Americauy 

secking a Cuban transit visa, Mrs, DURAN βιόδέα cted: at 
. _ 

least two members of the ee Biaboasy and £ snotlizarta 

8 direct conversation between cnc ee the Sovists ar tue 
ἘΦ or’ 

ΕΞ lean, Gonversing i in poor Russia®, the- American ' 

stated that he already had been to the Soviet Consulate 

and had icft anaddress, The Sovict official replied that 

he waa aware’ of that, The American suggeste ἘΠῚ he 

μὰ not known his address thea, and he had er sa the | 4 =. 

Cuban Embassy to ask for tha address, because they bad 

it. The American then acceded to the Soviet official's “4 

invitation τι to come by and give them the adézes 

a. 1 Case In mid-morning an unidentified 

individual, epeaking’ Se oken Rus cian, “contacted the Sevict 
‘Ceara rer coae 

agar Attache in Me: exico City. Ee said ae had. been tS 

. ‘gyno 
Σ ἐν, ἔκ ἢ 
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So ΄σ ἜΣ τς 
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*wwE OSE mms “aweee ὦ. se 

Ww εἰν τ { B.S 
t 

SENSE 
Sais Sh sey | MSTHOUS νου 2 £0 

®, 
tac Exrcbassy tho previous δον ον (28 Septer 

Ἢ > ὌΝ, 

hod talked with a \GoesutWwha hed said they would cond a 

" telegram to ἼἌΠ σὸ there becnareply? He 

<n the Conti ate for the informatian, : 

These οϑδιειουαὶ m mai “a3 516 were nroraptly digesmizsted in | 

Washington a 3 CIA to the White Louse, tha Dezartmeont of ᾿ | 

State, aud the Federal Durcau of investigation, aks ak | 

ὃς. 1 October, Sce paragraph ] a2hove for Lee ~~ 

OSWALD 's contact with the Soviet Consulate. 

Ὡ, Voaloriy Vicdimsivovich KOSTIZOV yw 
τ 

᾿ 13. It is believed that the Seviect official with whom 

OSWALD dealt in Mexico City was Consular Attache V aleriy 

Viccimiroevich KOSTISOV, born in Moscow, 17 March 1933, 

A pnotograph of KOST Ὥς ΩΣ attached, In his letter af 

δ ston, OSWALD 
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1210 ~ AlZeriev enters Embassy alone 
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Koatiko€ comes: on line. ‘wi th-fol lowing conversation 
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ROS: Forgivauag: tor arriving late. 

πὰς Did you recover the suitcase? 

2 Kes: Yes 

118: Then it was arriving on the other trip. — 

KOS: Yes 
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that matter that we had talked about, to see if 

2 we would spend Sunday in Charultepee Park because 
my wife is preparing some food to eat there, 

: <'m sorry but I've just made plans for another 
trip and I'm leaving this very. day. So please 
forgive me for not being 251e..to go with you. 

MIR; I'd like to talk. to Pavel” Yatskiov. 

SOS: Wait a πὰ ΕΝ cone: nog > aoa 

HIR:s Iz he's tiay 7 reals wood later; but 1511 be 
available for the half hour at telephone 
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1334 = Reporter requests statement. Unidentified Soviet 
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2. Yaleriy Vladimirovich KOSTIZCV - Attacha Consular Office 
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7. Vladimir Ivanovich SHPAXEVICH -- Third Secretary | 
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9, Vladimir Vasilyevich TURYGIN - Third Secretary 

10. Pavel Antonovich YATSXOY - Attache 
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Kostikoy) Cones on line ;with following conversation 
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aa: Forgive. ne ‘Soe arriving late. 

BIR: Did” an recover the suitcase? 

Higgs Then it was arriving on the other trip. 

S65: Tes 

MIR: I called to tell you the 2ollowing, that regarding | 
tzat matter tat we had talked about, to see if 
we would spend Sunday im Chapultepec Park because 
ny wife is preparing. acme toad to eat there. i ἡ ; 

κοὺς i's sorry patcl've just made. piane Yor another 
trip and I'm Xeaving this very day. So please 
forgive me for not_ being able to go with you. 

HER: I'd lize to tal: to Pavel Yatskov. 

305; Wait a minute, he'll come now. 

“iz: If he’s busy I°11 call him later, tut I*ll ke 
available zor the next half nour at telephone | 
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 Unidentiffed nale ast 

appears to be only what they got from the radic. 

Unidentified woman advises Soviets of assassination. 

Unidentified reportaS ksks for Hazantsev, advised 
trat Kazantsey. not in, will be back Monday, veel Tees 

\for Kukharenko, told he isn't 
in. Bae. . - ἣ wt ἊΝ ; ἕ 

a ae eae Ne 

Unidentified. PRO Cae told Soviet Eabassy not 
working today, Saturday or Sunday. | 

ΕΕΒΟΊΑ. 95 for statement. Hone given, 

Kazantsev calls his residence, personal call. 

Reporter told to call back Monday. 

Unidentizied male asks for Leonov. Not in. 

above calls again 

Reporter told call back Monday. 
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of an icnowm Individuals witich waa furnished by this Agency to 
the Fedexs? PERS) αὔτάν 

Attachment ea/a 

PROMIBITED 
ΦΠΩΣΞΕΤ DS MER Se ice Ι. | 

Sop ae ἈΠ ana ey | MO tees ΡῈ 

| a τῷ ΡΟΝ “ID _{ es, eS ΣΟ 

Cr 

Δ τὺ, 

| 
| 
| 

MEMORANDUM FOR: Mex. J. ioe Rankin 
General Counsel 2 

President's Commission on tha 

Assassination of President Nennedy. 2 

SUBJECT: __ caw Oswald 

wally Ne 
δ, Mr. James. we ‘iadhates of your ataff phoned mea last 

Friday and requested that:Cy AYurnish the Coramiasion with an 
affldavit reapecting tha orlaip ἃ circumstances of ἃ photograph : | 

| vestigation on November 22,° 1963. ‘ 

2. O SSvaraing an affidavit with thio memorandum 
which I cap will satisfy your needs, Decause of the extrema 
sensitivity of the source lavolved, I have refralnsd from adding 
iurthor details, a =, 

3. Che Central Intelligence Agoncy recommends that.” 
this shotograph not be reproduced In the Commission's report,. 
because It would jeopardise a moat confidential and productive 

operation, In addition, lt could be embarraacing to tho indi= 

vidual involved who as far as thla Agoncy is aware, had no 
connection with Lee Harvey Oswald or the τόδ: atten oe, 

' President Kennedy. 

4. In view of the above, a sensitivity indicator has bee Pe 

shies te thia communication, 

us | tA ‘Richard ‘Helms - 
1% Deputy Director for Plana 

te ΉῊῊΝ 
are 

Ε 

ΙΝ teu a 
PROGISTTED 

COPY No. 
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Orlg & 1 « Addressce 
2-DDP aN | 
1 « CI/R&A/Oswald 201 . . . — ae 
1 © CI/R&A/Dooley -~" | ! 
le WH/Whltton BP oe itt 

Ci/R&A/ Dooley: pra CBS mys ey 22 July 1964. Ἢ 
Vania’ fe Me. a Ἂ ‘ , - 
or Bee Cae He SL : 

Soe 8 | | VAIL AS Ὡς i 

ne et a OA ree neo mE Neem Ht 

eretey ᾿ 
Souk 
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Co: SECRET C ! 
EVES gay 

| 
i 

| 
20 February 1964 | 

| 

MEMORANDUM FOR: Chief, CI/R&AG” : 

SUBJECT: Documents Available in OSWALD's 201 File * | 
: ae = κα a OD | 

ao Ὧν es a No \o 

lL A machine listing of doéurments officially recorded as being 

in OSWALD's 201 file wagcrequested and is attached. The actual 
machine work of this type Was begun in 1963, but a few items of previous 
dates were also recorded. 

2. A comparison of the documents physically available in the 
201 file and those recorded as being in the 201 file has shown that 37 : 

documents which should be in the 201] file are not available init. This 
total is made up of: Z 

_.. 2 dispatches 

7 memoranda from the FBI 

1 CSCI ~ 
2 State Department documents 

25 cables. . 

3. Machine inquiries for the location of these documents. have 

“not been made. oe: ΠΝ ΤΩ ὶ 

| ΩΣ oe BLO OI Document Number Sons ot SH 

: fee | . for FOTA Review on JUN 976 | 

STO CU 7 “Ἂν 

owe SERRE 
Tat \ “EYES ONLY sree 

162 612 

REPRODUCTION —— ὦ wa ΓΝ Fat 9! 
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Mre Jo ea 

assum you:willl have had. oe to 
, Danced this material, ἡ 

AGH, Βιαΐδω 
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REPRODUCTION — 
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᾿ ould you ΗΕ ee on κά οπρορὶ to tela Ve ὦ phone na an Senay, 9 9.Marchy Ox which time Σ 70 eee, 

REPRODUCTION 
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XAAZ~ 22.555 
ς. Mine «. {- 

MEMORANDUM FOR: Mr, J, Lee Rankin 

8 
SUBJEST: ation in CIA's Possession 

= - ἐν 33 Lee Harvey CSVALS 

fat “τ bbetos το November 22, 1563. 4: “Traceni tact 
oaks a ον“ — =p σαν τες ΕΣ ΙΝ ΕΣ ; «- τὸς, 

τ: ae 2 ee AC 
᾿ 

Ἂς “This refers to your letter of February i2, 964% 
adéressed tthe Director of Cestral Intelligence whieh bas 

been pas to me for reply. 

2. Paragrapn three of your letter requested the Agency 
to supply the Commission with a report on information in the 

Agency's possession regarding Lee Harvey COWALD pricr to 

November 22, 1963, The request was predicated upon the 
footacte on ee two of CIA's report to the Gommission dated 

31 porated 1964, entitled: “Inforrsation Developed by CIA on 
the Activity of Lee Harvey OSWALD in. Mexico City, 28 Sepe 

tember - 3 Octover 1963", 

bere 33 attached aa exact Precsatsuitca af the 

y's cificial dossier}]on Lee Harvey CSWALD beginning 
oe opening sheet-dated 9 December 1960, The extize 

dossier carries the security classification of Secret απὸ 
consists of thirty documents arranged in chronological order, 
Cn the basis of clearances from the Federal Bureau of 
Teveatigations the Department. of State, the Department ad 

Navy, amd the Immigration and Naturalization Serving: Sethe 

were queried by us after the receipt of your lettex,. we ‘gre 
able to make available exact copies of all materials id τι 
file up to early Cctober 1963, These inclote: a eo 

ox 

500-252S Bocument nie ταν Seon OF sre ASE : i a ΤᾺ 

for EOIA ἢ Review on Jun N 1976 PECAN io 

co a eset πο ᾿χοι- 299249. 
& Max Gt 
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Bureau of Investigation, 
oF 

Ris Ten documents received from the Department 

Oe ee ᾿ 

One document (a name check request) Gora the 
Imrnigration and Naturalization Service. 

e. Four newspaper clippings, 

ξ, Five internal CIA notes, 

ge OYA report dated 31 Ny 1964 to the Commission 
which covers all substantive develoomenta affecting CIA 
in the matter of Lee Harvey Os¥aALp from 9 Cctover to 
22 November "1963. The report, iuudicated the disseminations 

r of information: developed by: Clavthat were made to other 
; Federal agencies during that period. This term, as was 

pointed ont at Ke: time, is particularly sensitive ard bears | 
appropriate sensitivity indicators. 

"ἢ 3 

~ 

a. Seven documents received ἘΞ the Federal 

| 

| 

4 You will note that almost all of the documents carry 
Taazkings required for CIA's internal records precessing, A 
few of the papers contained the rames of cur employees or 
identifications ef specific organizational components, We have 
taken the liberty of blocking out these items as they do not bear. 

oa the substance of the Commission's request. 

Richard Helms 
Deputy Director for Flans . 

Attachment Εν ] = 

Original & 2 - Aédessaee- ..: “16 /CHSiG 4 
1. DDP Subject. = C/CI/R&A 
1l-DDP Cinen 5 Cort law C/WH/3 

1» G/CL 1.» 2018289248 
CI:RGRoccarde/7468/4 ee eee (Inventory of documents sontsioed 

ms in file BEACEeS, σαν aa 289243 

sini gg 8 2 
‘PROWIEN 

oo 
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Inventory of Documents Contained in CSWALD Dossier & Forwarded 

to the Commission 

/ i. State Telegram Νος 1384, October 31, 1959 (Confidential) ν΄. 

-/2. Newapapes.. Asticle from the W a on Post, November 1, 1959 

ν ν 3. Cl Ls ‘Internal, Nota dated 2 | November 1959 (oral FBI name ΒΕ 
τἰωασε and NR reply ὁ dated 4 November 1959 (Confidential) 

CaS 
olga Sexvice Despatch 2535, November Ξε 1959 (Confidential) / 

-- v5, State Gas 1358, November r 9, 1959 (Confidential) \ | 

εν #6, State Telegram 1448, November 9, 1959 (Confidential) co 

. «” “4, Newspaper Clipping from Washington Post, November 16, 1959 

» #8, Newspaper Clipping from Evening Star, Novernber 26, 1959 

+ v9, DBF 49478, 25 May 1960 (Confidential) i 
- 

10. Internal CIA Biographic Profile dated circa May 1960 (Confidential) 
ἐπα. TAMA OE PERT, 

τὰν il, Letter from the ‘Department of State (Cumming) to DDP (Bissell) 
dated October 25, 1960. (DD/P 0-5679 ~ Secret) 

᾿ keto d ἐπ ποῖ ας oe 
* ν 12. DDP Response to seers) dated 21 aarsmmoes 1960 (DD /P preoees τ 

‘Secret) 

wt AASB Internal CIA Request for Opening: of 201 file, 9 December 1960 

(Secret) — : 

| ἀν 14. State Memorandum of Conversation dated January 26, 1961 (Quo) / 

« νἵ5. State Instruction A-273, April 13, 1961 (OUO) / 

τς wA6, Foreign Service Despatch 806, May 26, 1961 (OU) 

-- A’, Foreign Service Despatch 29, July 11, 1961 (Οὔ) ν΄. 

> Ag, DEB §2181, Suly 13, 1961 (Confidential) - 

ATT. | te: XAAZ-2a5975° C8 COPY Sle oe 

ει ats) 

REPRODUCTION = i met 
PROUD δ 
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ΓΙΝ D 

Ν᾿ εν a ἡ ; : “ΠΝ a 5 ; 

4 ee , ἜΝ Ε Ὰ Μίαν Ct 

¥ S19, loternal cl. bieme, for the Record, - September 1961 (Secret) 

¥ 720, Eeréign Service Degnatch 317, Cctober 12, 1961 (Οο) VY | 
| 

i mi + ans Name Chesk-Request, December 5, 1961 

Jas p Mostiage 20197/RB/3, 3 March 1962 (Confidential) | 

ν /23. DNA 1624, 26 April 1962 | " 

“ #24, Newspaper Clipping from Washington Post, June 9, 1962, ie : 

. 
3 25, DBA 20883, September 7, 1962 (Confidential) | 

26, DBA 51407, 10 September 1963. wr ! 
ΩΝ οὶ : 

«» £27, DBA 52355, 24 September 1963, 7 Nivevwaloe’ 14U5~ deve ᾿ωϑεὰ 

. . ‘ 
ν 28, DBA 55715 (number δοῦπος November 7, 1963” | 

a! οελεὶ οι 196 Ξ[ἀυῖῶν ol Ave) 

v 42% DBA 55777, November: 8. 1963. 7 , | 
} , - : 

ν᾿ S50. CIA Summary Report on ‘Activities of OSWALD in Mexico City, 
dated 31 shia £964 ee 

AS! FBS eee 

U3 COPY Εν ee ee 
& : ' DOI= 2S ὙΦ ῸΥ 

; mi ̓ τ ; << ἐς: 
PROGIBIMED 
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oe ᾿ς Ἔν CLASSIFIED MESSAGE 
un σι fees ΕΠ f S/BE/G ENO INDEX RYBAT SECRET 

2 DAT: ΖΦ Tan 194 Γ FILE IN CS FILE NO. Γ3] 

' τς | ar pt ig diz 
_.,, BERLIN FRANKFURT 
FROM: DIRECTOR ὁ a 286 beta. ᾿ ; 

Sone Ci Ἐς eee ὦ oe Ἂν» ᾿ ᾿ a DEFERRED 
ΟΝ mer” p ROUTINE — 

πὸ. Oct, D/DCI, DOP, ADDP,-c/c1,c/ci/st, VR δ as 

Ἢ 3 

Or ΕΝ : ᾿ INFO. a areas > Cen : ave 

(| WREEHT GPFLOOR .. Ἂς —_ aeeaere «. 

RG: BRUNS367 cay 9084s) ἢ ἂν He Ρ | 
- τ 

Pies 

AB CONNECTION MARINA OSWALD HEADQUARTERS : 

' DOES NOT D SIRE LONG-RANGE OPS INVOLVEMENT SUGGESTED PARAGRAPH 

3 REF. 

. END OF MESSAGE 

G/S COMMENT: *Reggab has number complex financial, sdocuments and 
personal problems which leading him consider return to Moscow for further 
study in cinematographic institute. Believe he would definitely return if ̓ 

encouraged by us and that he susceptible to recruitment as KUBARK agent 
; during Moscow Bojoure and possibly. as long range asset in Moroee 

CLASSIFICATION AEVIE zw 
RECORns Ξ 

οὐ The roe OFFICER Stayp conpucten ον. 3 5 MAY 8) 
use “Vi at 2ut hors, n, action is 

‘ODL eq Ε---ΜΡΟΕΤ CL Βνυ Δ OY 
Socumment Monta = ἀἶδ ας, cs. copy D: Se be 5: AA OF 

ioe FOTA Review on WAY 978 ΓΝ ' Ὁ Ἔ Stenea: 

ate RO. wee 
D-200-5- AL , neh a tase (ieee = , 
Ae “ὦ a OE Ae eee fs. 00008 | 

: at COORDINATING OFFICERS i ee pate ΝΣ ἢ. 
: cluded automatic . ae ing 

ἜΜ REPRODUCTION BY OTHER THAN THE ISSUING OFFICE IS PROHIBITED. - =, Copy No, 
τ : : τὸ : : ; a a : : : : ᾿ 

REPReoueTIn 6δλ oe pian 
ΠΝ 
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i 

MEMCRANDUM FOR: Mr, J. Lee Rankin “ 

δ -_ 
SUBJECT: 

, Ske 25% 

0. Mastha Nizolavma CSYALD as Trans. Moel 
ena ee SR ge | ae pS A τ Ξὴτοόοτ τ 2 

ate Soe “ ἘΣ abinerew ς. ω ΡΨ xe ot 

ake Retecance: ee agile” to the second paragraph of your 
ταῦ eritrasitum dated 12. February 1964, and the second sara. 
graph of γραῦς. S mmemtrandum of 16 March 1964, relative to , 
dicseminatigas δέ inforrmation made by CIA to the Seeret 
Service. 

2. Immediately after the assassination of President : 
ennedy ΟἿΑ ὉΞ6 ΈΞΈΘΟΝ, te assemble through its stations in 

Zutoze all avallable data, including information in the files 
of stkher governments and intelligence services, on the 

traveis and activities of Lee Harvey OSWALD and Mariza 
Mikolevea OSWALD, This information, as it was collected, 
was made available ta the White House, the Department of 
State and the Federal Bureau of Investigation. Copies of 
these messages were also sent to the Secret Service, 

4equinyy juownoog 

3, Attached to ἐπ ce are exact copies of © 
two teletyped messages relative to the travels and activities 
of the CSWALG= fAttachmerts A and B}. Paragrapus g and h 
of Attachment C are paraphrased, In Attachment C, OUT 
Teletype No, 85715, are found references to two other 6186. 
typed messages (OUT No, 85182 and OUT No. 35665) which - 
describe one Rickard Thomas GISSON, a negro journalist 

hae ee, a τὴ | | RESTRICTED. TOC οτίβ 
Bch +439 Ot = 
ee as ae ας 3) -[Mer [ey s atts, He ΝΣ a ὁ BOI“ ASTAEYT 

7, 
9/6) not Yo MAHACY VIO 10} 

‘eels 

— G8C2C42 

REPRODUCTION ' | | ᾿ ᾿ Ἰ os ne 1 ΓΕ 

ΡΠ) 
οι ἡ ‘ 
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now residing in Switzerland who has been active in the Fair 

wlay for Cuba Committee, Paraphrases of No, 35132 and 
No. 85665 are included aa Ατεώχοτοθπξα Dand =, Access to 
ovigizal texts of paraphrased: ems will be provided whan 

members of your staff'visit’ Kangley. The information on 
which paragraphs g and h of Attachment © CG ars based was 
received at CLA ortega em November and dissermi- 

rated on aie November. . 2 tk 
oe νὴ 

“ἂς δ ἘΠ ΣΕ μὲ ἜΣ the attachments contain 
very sensitive infgriiation which has a direct bearing on 
sources and σὰ 8. Anappropriate any indicator 

kas therefore been ailixed, 

Richard Helms 

Deputy Director for Plaas 

Attachments~— 
as stated 

Original & 2 - Addressee w/atts 
1 ~ DDP Chrono watts)» 

1-DDP subjecf'w/atts a 

~ Mr, Rocca. wiatts . yer 
le C/CHSIG w/atts 
1 - CIES atte 
1-201-9 GK 

CI/R&A/TRHall/6664/26 March 1964. 
awe ke 

bs ΟῚ, Sg, AONE 2 ἘὍΕΊ2 ἘΣ 
a τὸ ᾿ | 

eee 
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Attachment A 

Teletype message, OUT No, 86702, dated 4 December 1353, 
siled at 1411 hours, to the White House, the Department of 

State and the Federal Bureau of Investigation, with copy to tke 
Secret Service, 

SUBJECT: Lea Harvey OSWALD 

ΝΣ aN 

Records. of the foreigners records office of the German 
BN 

Federal: Republic ia cologne) Germany, show that Marina 

| iikoigyevna Pusskova OSWALD crossed West Germany Som 
, ie 

East < Germany to Holland on 3 June 1962, She traveled by rail, 
Sa a a et a rer 

᾿ ᾿ 

crossing into West Germany at Helmstedt on 3 June and enter- 

ing Holland by rail at the Bentheim crossing point. Sha had . 

West German visa 694/62 issued at the ἡ est Germany Ξισθαϑαγ 

in Moscow, She listed her final destination as U.S.A, Comment: 

This confirms information izom the U.S. Embassy in Moscow 

to the effect that the CSWALD family traveled from Sicscow ts 

Rotterdam by rail around 3. Jens 1962, Helmstedt and Bemheica . 

are oa the: rsain rail ἘΠΕῚ om Russia to Rotterdam, While 

" Lee OSWALD himself and — infazt daughter are not PERSRS ER 

paid to U. 5. citizens and to infants in i travel recordar | 

Ac ay gy Ζ i 
3 ir " ν oy πλὴν 

i 
eee 

| ΤᾺ in German records tha is probably because little attentios. is : se RY 

re re arta 
| ie sca coal nae zaps 
| ------ 

ΩΝ - ae Pet ‘. no ATA wa 
PRONIITED δ 
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Teletype message, OUT No, 87520, dated ὃ December £553, 
filed at 1829 hours, to the ‘/hite House, the Derartrment af 
State and the Federal Bureau of Investigativa, sith copy to the . 
Secret Service, 

ΤᾺ “-- 

; ὲ ae: A ttasizment Ὁ 
/ Ch seeeeeeeiestemnentemmmmnemmemneetenatmenemaneenel 

| 
| 
i 
| 

SUBJECT: Lee Harv τ ονλα | | : - 

᾿ 7 uF ἘΝ "-"- " ὧὸ | 

σοὶ “Reference, is made to our OUT telegram No. 36792 of 05 sa 
ἘΠῚ eee | 

‘kDecenber ΠΡ ΣΝ gave information oa the travel of a ἱ 

MaricdCSWALD {and presumably alac Lee ὦ 

acd their daugnter) acroea ‘est G erreay on their return 

from the Soviet Union, Information aow available &om Eutch 

authorities seems to confirm this. On 3 Juna 1962 one 

M,. SCSVALD, listed ¢ as ἃ male Russian citizen, ertered The 

Netherlands by train at the Otdenzaal border point, 

Commest: i. Ls believed that the isting of this person 

asa male instead αὐ female was just aa error of the border — 

pfiiciala, Note that cused is ppposite Bentheizm, the 

German border point where Marina OSVALD tafe Germ TY 9. | 

Q Gary 3 /—bleg - (767 

ane he τς a eed I eS 
ATT. 2 t. ΧΑΛΖ - Δ, ἐκ 1)" 

PL ee ταν ee ee Pee See st: got 2045 

. mesa ΝΞ -Ξ 
ῬΙΜΗΒΠΕΙ. 
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Attachment G 

Teletype message No. 85715, dated 29 November 1963, filed 

at 1320 hours, to the White House, the Department of State and 

the Foderal Bureau of Investigation, with copy to the Secret 
Service, 

oN : : “i 

SUBIZEOT: Travel. 3 Lee Harvey CSWALD 
~ 

se 

~. 

s “The followtig information has been gathered from - ἘΠ ΈΕΝ 

a. 9 October 1959: According to-tiictal = 

: ss Byitien travel records CSWALD arriped ia 

| Southampton this date claiming on his ones τς : : 

that he had no fixed address but planned to remain 

in the United Kingdom one week for vacation before 

| going on to "seme school" in Switzerland, (Head-— 

Quarters comment: Probably referring tothe 

Albert Schweitzer College in Switzerland with which | 

he is known to have been i correspondence.) 

» be. 30 October 1959: According to the same : 

official British travel seceuts CSWALD left akin 

| thia date by air for Helainkt, ἧς _ ᾿ λοι: 57 of 

| econ an Wap ᾿ 
. OA -ῆςξαι Ἂν ἡ 

es are 
-- ὃ. 

1 > pop ATS ot 212 
—-PROGIE Ould 
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c. Cetcher 1953: Stockholm newspaper, Bazens 

Nyheter, ‘of 25 November 1963 states Lee OSWALD 
gee 

passed thecogh Sweden during Cctoher 133}. Article Som eRe 
co cot SE wer 

aloo adda. taas OSWALD was unsuccessful ix obtaining — 
Se ὩΣ ΟΝ SY oie Ὁ ° ΜΗ 

S SIAN 
visas SYie USSR in Helsinki which resulted in his | da | 

returning ta Stockholm. Two days after is arrived in\, 

= Stockholm OSWALD traveled directly to Moscow.’ 7. 
φ΄ Pa. - 3 

Conciuding sertence cf article states "This. fEdlcates - 

Vw 

ES τ 
that the Russian Embassy (Stockholm ERre μέτα ε &. view, τ 

SENN 
en ὟΝ toa reliable source ther . 2 

that there was any request for a USSR visa processed 

fisoen normal channels for CSWALD at any time ᾿ 

during 1959, and source indicated it was difficult to 

explain how WALD might have received his visa in 

two days without going through noreind cuagueis.. φὰς" 

only conclusion which can be drawn is that Cow AL 

raust have received his visa dir ectly from the Soviet 

Boas i ias Stocithate. which occasionally is done i in 

special casey batt ihe source had no evidence to confirm 

_ this assunrption, 

ea” 

- REPRNOUCTIOR 7 δ᾽ ἘΝ a pg athena 
PROHIBITED 
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. ἃ, 10 to 15 Cctober 1953: According τὸ a very : 
4s : om ! 

reliable eee extremely, sduaitivelpource 0 CSVALD stayed : 

eae a : 
at the: Toral Hotet fu Helsinki from 10 to 11 Octcber and = aoe 

-ῷ fob ober, “apparently waiting for a visa ta be ; ie 

΄ 
: 

issued him by the Soviet Consulate in Helsinki, He 

ee eee ᾿ traveled to the USSR by train, crossing at Vainikkala on 
\ as Geteber, oe ΟΣ | 

e. 13 May 1962: According to a Dutch offictar’ 
-- rae ! 

source, the Daas oe" in Moscow issued a tranait Ὁ 
a A 

visa to OSWALD 's wife on 13 Ding, 29624, Their πρίο τά 

oo 

reveal his wife was born on 17 July κὸν ΤᾺΝ of 

19 July 1941 and in Severodvinsk instead of Minsie, 

There is no record of her having actually transited 

‘The Netherlands, Ὁ 

f, 1962: Official British records do not reflect _ 

| that OSWALD returned to the United States from the | 

USSR τι through the Uaited Kingdom, or aaa if he 

were merely transiting, § it would not rave been 

necessary for ‘him: to. tilt out a cide card, and . 

therefore there would be nae record of his travel in 

the official traftic imtex. 
' | a 

ee νος ee ταὶ ο»--ς--ὄὄ-.. ... . wee 

eT Ὸς τα 
PROMBITED 
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ge 2552: According to an extremely sensitive ard 
0, 

reliable source, on 23:7 ‘Novgmber Maria SNETHLAGE, 

head of ἄν εἰὰ Verkgroup Infor matis Cuba" (Workgroup - 

ὃ 
tfprtation Cuba), told, eS employee of the Cuban . 

ots ASE ν ΜΝ 

ΓΡΡΟΥΗΝ in ‘The. μαξωω that she was sure she had met ᾿ ᾿ | 

“δὲ Mr. © ig Havara, wits did the murder", .She 

described nim as a man of violence and entirely full of 
' Ϊ 

hate and indicated that it wae possible that this man had | 

been misused by a group, She said she ava ete 

'GISSON" about the bad imppression sha had bad. of this 

ἘΞ, (Headquarters ‘eorument: Please refer to our 

teletype Nos. 85132 and 85665 for addi itioeal information 

on OFESCN,}) Later, SNETHLAGS told Castro Cubans 

in The Hague that "Mr, LEE of the Fair Play far Cuba © 

Coramittee~ had been slandered and that it was another 

person named Lee CSWALD who had done it, SNESTHLAGS 

seemed to be glad to have heard thia ἐδ δε ses βίας, : 

Giadauieiecs comment: Mr, LEE may be identical with 

Vincent Theodore LEE who replaced Richard GISSCN as 

Head of the Fair Play for Cuba Committee.) 



7 _ REPRODUCTION 
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8. According to reliable( aii Nsmation, SNETHLAGE 
ww 

was in Cuba in sanees 1963, ‘and according to an official 
Cos 

' Dutch source, she again travetid vigCuha for the May Day | 

celebrations δι 2 1953, 

Bisy 8 2a Dyq245 

ΠΣ ᾿ 

: seme ΒΤ 
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Attachment D 

7 
Teletype Mo, 85132, dated 42% November 1963, filed at 1932 hours, 
to the White House, the Degartment of State and the Federal 

Bureau of investigation;: with Serr ta the Secret Service, (paraphrase) 

Pa er τς πο eae 
: vas " age Sc hag ~ : 

SUBJECTS: ρος Harvey ¢ CSwALD πο oe 

Wore aa =. = : had 

1. In conversation with a close iriendin Bern, - 

Switaerlana, on 23 Novermber 1963, Richard Thomas GIBSON. ae 
Se 

remarked that OSWALD is "one of us’, OSWALD and GISSCN~ a 

had corresponded two years previously, Sox eS¥ALD had 

joined 586 Committee, (Comment: Reference ‘es 

to the Pair Play for Cuba cess) GISSON added that he 

had destreyed all bis. ἰαξέος α from CSWALD,. CSWALD is 
πὰς 

crazy crson then remarked tat he ta happy that he was 
ae eT 

εν net in Neer ‘He folt sorry for “LEZ” in New York and - 

tor aa. Ge’ 

‘California, is a negro journalist who has beemactive i in the 

Ὁ» 

2. The information given above was supplied by an- 

cchtomely sensitive source who is ἑλοῦ reliahle. 

3, According to cther information that was availble, 5 Ὶ 

Richard Thomas GIBSON, born 13 May 1931 in ΣΩ͂Ν Angeles, 

BL Hite ἘΣ 
, 

ἃ». : XAAZ-2266! 

eccet oc. 

᾿ | PAGE 178 of CLC 
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᾿αρμθοηθη.ς 
ΙΒ, 

πα ed ee eee μ ΞΕ A tne nae me te 

Yair. clay for Cuba Committee singe 1960, He has resided 
Peta ΝΣ 

since April 1963 at Lausatine;: Sacite rlami, In this latter 

ae. 
country oka as dP participated ime publication af La 

Revolution λδήξοιφεξ ἢ τς ae 

nee οος, Ὁ mommenaninimns πἰ- - ΟΝ 

° a 

ee oe a an RE RCD 

PATZFS 

C0025 
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Teletype message, CUT No, 35665, 28 Novermber 1953, filed 
at 1826 hours, to the White Houst, the Departmert of State and 

the Federal Bureau of Investigation, with copy to the Secret 
Service, Se aoe 

1. Cur st ion: ia The Hague bas εὐ βὸ ῥα that on Ξ 
0 WW woe 

23 Nevermer ἃ » ἃ local Castroite named Maria SNETHLAGE 

told vhira 5 Secretary Ricardo SANTOS of the Cuban Embassy i in 

ae en 

: - ete ® 1 
: 

| 

: 
The Hague that she knew the "hr, LE” (sic) who murdered | 

President Kennedy. She described "LEE" as a man full of hate 
An 

OR aN. 

nae 

and violence, and apecuiesed thas he had. ‘been misused ἢ By a 

group", She said she haa ψεΐξειοα to CISSON (undoubtedly 
~ 

| PANTY 
Rickard GIBSON, ex eitizen, ox: Lausanee, Switzer land, born 

We ΟΝ f 

ea. 13 May 1935, a Castro 
4} 

ah who had visited The 

Netherlands recextly and had been in contact bcth with the 

Soviet Ambassador and the Cuban Embassy). 

2. tates that same day Maria SCNETHLAGE told Secretary 

SANTOS that “Mr, LEE of the 55. Play for Cuba © Committee! 

Ἐξ been slander ed. ‘The assassin had been another person, 

en OSWALD. SNETALAGE is sc tole το have been in Cuba 

in January and again in “πὸ 1965. ἘΣ a, be ; ν᾿ ." 

᾿ ee μὐξος δὶ δ τ ΠΣ 772. 

26] -2τ1ΊΔ ΕΣ ATT. 5. tes KAAZ- 2266! 
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3, Ace ording 1-to Dutch ee ities on 7 Noverszez 1563, 

in talking about attacks by Cusan refugees against the Suban 

eae aad 
realinland, SANTOS tad replied | “just wait and you will sce what 

we Caa do, Ee ae ‘happen soon, | be eee to be more precise, 

SANT CS ad replied. njust wait,” just wait, SAMNTCS is ἘΕΕΕΠΕῚ 

ΝΝΝΝ to have a ΜΕ τ other inthe U.S.A : 

4, 4 very sensitive source reports that after his convere 7 | 

sations with SNETHLAGE, SANTOS waa very angry because she | 

had contacted him, | fi ἊΝ 

bo ὁ Om = aa) —— = 

-2 Η ἰδ 

Zol-25424 § 

ΟΜΕΡΜΒΟΟΤΩΝ. genie Somes 
- PRORIBTED 
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δ SEORED | WaRoing Notice {τ πὸ τὰ 

( αὐδώνν SENS} SOURCES A, cons 42807, MERdUDS Ν᾿ FOLVED i 

KAAZ-.17626 

ΣΝ FCR: Me, J. Lee Rankin 

General Comseek 
_--Pyesldent’s Commission on the 

_7 dgsadsination of President daomedy 

i ATlegatlons Revarding Intallizence Zralising 

ae in Minsk, USER as Traucwitteed te 

Ἔλαιον Fe artrew Sage BSsiow. 
mat ἢ 4 
Le 
od 7 . 5 

“Ὁ ἙΝ ΦΩΝ 

sabotage training school in Minsk, ULSR, have come tothe = of 
attention af the Agency [rem press reviews. Aleg,ihere haz ΠΝ 
bass an informal inquiry from ἃ mumber of ahs Coe ons fhe 
siz, Imbies, very recently on this detail. ἢ ᾿ Saks: epportunity 
to furnish to the Commission the iniermation eich te. Agency 
has on this topic. | Yip’ 

2. ἡ careful review of SLi flies Bas prececed aa hard 

lalormation regarding Zoviat intolligenca or sabotage training in 
Minsk since 1947. Cre itera of information avppliad sy a Soviet © 
acai ia 149 reported tha existence, as of 1927, of an intelligence 

zintng school in Minsk. Ne adtittenal details, however, were | 
eae regarding its cnrriculam or location in Minsk, Informatien 
developed from our sources sincs 2049 has nok moentionsd, confirmed, - 
or corroberstad the continued atietance of the instalation. tte 

ΘΟῊΝ Juownseg “UO MBIAGY γι] sre 

96 “ Sw OE] & 3. Another reference tn cL: files to trafaing in Minsk πολλὲς 9 
to the existence of a satatags echooi eos which functione:? in Mina anti 

the. Sermons attack on are Ξονῖοξ Union in 1941, alter whith the uchoot er WE 
was moyen to ening ; 

ΕΣ ΟΣ a PPeRTTS SnaA of nee = 
Veh Pre — a oe a fe ον GLE 

- ges 89 ae TRC pi Mt eS 
peat ere ee 

WARNING NOTICE | τ ἀξ παν τς 
Orapry SENSITIVE SCURCES AND 
Ubuahe fp METHODS | INVOH NED 

ecu 

Ra “ee of the ὁ ristense oi a. Soviet intelligence’ ἜΝ ὍΝ . | 



‘REPRODUCTION 
D, 
D 

ranry SMe eae 
ok Senn : ἢ ᾿ Ϊ | 

- 4 

4. These tes it tema of injormistiod are the only gass in the 
povecasion of thin Agency x rubsting to intelligencs asd sabotage 

training In Minsk. They aro sarsished te the Commisszica in 
opicr te comnplets its | RESOS ST. Ξ Beekuas of the sensitivs saurtes 

lnavelved, it hag bean’ nucessary to alters sensitivity indleator 

to thig memersiduan, 5 ac 

wor 

nicherd: Helee 3 
Geputy Dircetor for Finns 

Distributions Ε = 
. ᾿ \ 

 Griginad & le Addveasae 

ἷ - DOP 
Py! SR fOLIR 

- CPOLISES 
. πα, : | 
ῖ - CIR LSA fTREaD : - a he os 

ΟἿΣ ΟΕ ΧΑ ΞΟ. ἫΝ Ἐφ 
ar a ᾿ς. 4 E 

Griginated byt CLR BAP EAHatiaats $44, 3 June 1964} : ἐν 

a Se ᾿ : oe 

-- 279 72 vi 

_ WARNING NOTICE : 
ΦΡΡΕΤΣ _ SENSITIVE ςΟ cee AND |» 

. Se METS ‘Cer ey: 

ccc ee ggg 183 22 
— GCL RE SE | ᾿ _ : - cor¥ πος. ——_ ΄ 

ome 
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eel ἮΝ ‘ τὸ 

i 

16 December 1963 

ve LET δοῦν 
inher, Diem &° Lamune LAE δ, τοῖν 

Aimatdioai:. Me. 3. ὥς Maxie : 

7 re fesamy Risener (Puses) _ 

᾿ ριξωώξος Σ πάχος ραν ΤΩΒΙΘ, Σιν Ὁ Cossstaies the Semmede sasaeeinss ten Ἐ 

a0 7 

pe λον cas Sou Saseeas Gos τον sateen τορι, Gcas 

Tr sit 2. Reeds. 26 yo hast, SIL 2eferted Swe 

<= te date. Dah. be bee eteged: toes with Soviet inmetiigoncy 
| 
| er) SL XGak Stu site mat hve Dems heed by Cortes, isteite 

iiamae auataeycheg «δηλ δι, stew wee ‘taeda the Gaviec ἕξεσι sow - e ; 
4 . 

ἐξ as. Mei 

ΟΞ, 5... Shiteess ee 

eC 
| PROHIBITED 

πεν 

wh ie. παξεπςλισου for the msextiening | 
ee ne ae 

᾿ς tie Rew deahibed. τὸ aoe δὰ hin wiew without sitting, 

τ race 184 “ιν 212. 
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TO : Director 

} 

οι JF Pe, -: 
fe AGES 

Federal Burema of Investiaetion 
Attention: Hr. 

va ie 

8: ἃ. Papich 

Desuty Direstér (Bans) 

SUBJECE 3 Potes. DERZABIN"s Comeentazon the ee Assassination 
oo 

an 

i. svGched tor your yettieal are the written comments of KGB 
Sater DEXTARTS. on-seme aspects. of the assassination of ῳ ΟΝ 

Pr Xcdein PcoKennedy. As you know, DENYABIN defected Pron 
the x03 Sout Genes ago, 

has stayed wp to date, 
end his personal knowledge is not 
in touch vith Soviet intelligence 

- @evelocments to tha best of his ability. Wis coments on how 
Lee CGWALD andi his wife must have been handled by Seriet intell~- 
So ee ee ee 

end his suggesticas foe τ 
equally proyecaht Fa 

"Ὡς Ye have decided to pasa on his views without editing, 
eet ee nee ee 

_ Oe recenmemiaticns. 

-_ CSCI-3/779,135. 
Epclogures: Per paragragh 1 

C/W/3/J-M.Whitten:cmy. 

| ‘Distribution: - | 

for FOIA Reviow on. 

ΒΕ ΣΝ 
των , Ζ pee ἊΣ 

G002058 

COPY NO. 

ae 732 

Sak SS ot 212 
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Agsessinatics 

ie τὴν Seek Soba ovel See ay onesie agen κυ δ νῷ 
not based salahy om the thesis thet COWALD was specifically 
dispatched te mmrder cur President. The very real peasibitic 
piso exists thst CSWALD wae ee πο ας aobker misaion ‘% 
ΤΣ ἘΞ τ: ently Scecsn bed the decd on his cum inttintins, 
EGVGET HON A pesaibility does 3 Sob maine “KES - culpable 
chs ata fr NAD'S ck eat have been planet ls ἐς 

Hebidhines Titel Ah tive Uae hve te pais by VELL tas 
President?” I believe ve can make a good ease as to the precios’ 
grisn occrwal ing to the USSR ταῦ met apecicaly secreting τ 

8. ρει vista Visible“ χορ κγλνν οὐ the GN. ἐὰν 
would automatically case up. Witness Prealdent cohesca's πποράξεανο 
conciliatory telegram to KSRUSHCIEY, after the mmder. we wizht 
mention that the USA was the chief prepenent for not extending. 
long range credits to the USSR. Extension of lomy range credits 
is vital to the USS8 at this juncture. 

%. This leads va into the most pressing problen within 7 
the gies : : 

( i 

μον ~ 4 

SUBIZCT : Peter DERYABIN's Comments on Pranident Xemnedy's 

| 
| 
| 

| 

: _ Tn the Cuban situation any USA or Cuban expatriate eae ὦ 

a 

ὼ de TRE er eae er 
hand in his rurmcing battle vith the CHICGS. He will thse bove 
Sou See ee ee 
to thst of the CHICG". ἢ 

“ὦ 58 σὰ πὸ τ Ἢ 
ya be Ἴ ν : 

rare eo 

ΤᾺ “ἰρ CUL2C5S ca ef ence 
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\ 

a. 

e. Conceivably sony of President KEXXZDY's pismned 
exctiona to gos cyren move Diss with the Soviets κου the pre- 
ocean eee eee tims sabotaged by the President's murier. 

: ‘the Soviet cuvicusly understood that the death | 
cf President SXGSEDY vould reault im the emergence of DeGAULin | 
as a strong Vestern lesder. DeGAULLS of case saya “whet's | 
Se re ee ΒΘ ταν ee 

: ΓΝ Ἐς eases ok ΘΝ ΕΟ ἜΟΣΣ aca cae | 
SO meblying ον far cur allies. Furthevmere, and nore pertinent, an 
\So bia dexth-rencves a syxbol far Soviek Intellectuals who have πὰ 

. Ghevitaily made invidious ccmparisans Letween their om intellecuml = -* 
ee ee Ss Se τὰ Ἔσο το, Tre es 

᾿ prcales of i MP eae Terk sey ms See ee v | 

oo aits Ἐξ δὲ Ξ τι E ants age. re Ὁ Ξ i = Ἧ yo 

i 

a 

χ or ᾿ 

REPRODUCTION a 187 ett? U {τύφεςες PAGE 187 02 
tl τὰν COPY HO PROMIBITED 
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Ὁ. Ta such aa goemntlon the Kos could not use a Soviet 
citizen though the very real ‘possiblity SHSte tnet-CSuAto—was 
ee ee ee Sticking 
be ssseshiala-—ip S38 5. foot piss See aid sreceei. 

Gs Βα ἃξᾶ get to a theater which could have been hts | 
point. of contact with bis iegal case officer. Certaimy we 
Imow the 5 Rs Deer 905 being ieee s fer eerie ee ᾿ 

5 ΩΝ Reker tis exyest, which waa only dus to his ume | 

| 

| 
| 

Fovtmate encoutar vith Poliewen TLPE?, CSHALD did remain 
& Ὁ BEG οι be the bebeviae of Call. iGRLwas his behevios in 

\ $ ᾿ : ° 

Rétcgaiae ESS poss that FUSY vas ε790 8 KGa hatchet pan. 
Looming ἌΣ ee 5 Ὁ 

e. ἘΌΞΥ rewains silest and his cover is holding up. 

᾿ ἃ. Se Kae a good legen@ of teeparsry insemity- 

Be Re bas ἃ reasciable chance to esespe the death sentence. 

ἣν The undersigned wight be bebber qualified ta coment on 
the CSWALD sgpects of this case if we imew the following about 
his activities priar te bis devartasxe to the USSR: (2-5 be, 
and c. below offer three possible answers to the questicn, "Ey 
aS 2 een : 

Be First, CSOWAID wes a self-ende Marztst or Commist 
‘Sas dealiied €5 sac δὰ μὲν Guas that is, he made this decision 
is ΕτουδΙς πρὶ pnesagalin dscns Re possibly was loosing for | 
α better life without mouing what the Soviet Unicn really 39. 

be Second, after OSVALD's Aischarge ns cn “undesirable” » ‘os 
fron the Marinas, he Fam’ hingelf in a difficuls and unpleasant ae 

 sitvation: ἀν 15 possible thet in this sihueticn be ws noticed. ~ 
dy a spotter denreexruiter for the Dllegals or sem cther depert- 
ment ond was considered ap a possible comlidate for use or 

REPRODUCTION 7 - _ tot nce 188 o 212 
PROWIBITED et 
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reernitsanut? The 1.8. intormuetion abowk GOFALD wes seat to Hoscow, 
and on lcscow's order en investigation of ΟΠΏΑΣ was meade and 
ὉΠ 6.9. ee eee “iervite’ bia to doseow. Using the 
word “invita : 

pave ftnaneial eneistanes at om aivice ou how 20 ao this. 

ες awe “hia, COUAID went to Neucow, car was sext to Moscow, 
ae Dy sase, pro-Soviat, nro-Commnist, proeduben organization(s) , 

‘Beving in mind that he wand stey in the Sovist Unien for a few 
ee τῶν εϑηδιον, 

Ϊ 

b. πὸ whom dia be talk, whom did he contact st this re | 
corhky ties, omni how much time classe between these talks acd a8 | 
comtacts sx his eopidemhion? | 

= 8. Hoy, Veen ami tierough whom ὅλ ἃ CGHALD eet his < 
Soviet visa? "- 

‘he Pee nee take for him to to gat the vioa? 

ΤᾺ when eai how did CSWALD travel te the ussR (alr, 
sen3 through weiech countries; in which camiries, Lf any, did 
ἈΞ sake ΒΥΘΡΕΣ Bee dng were Suen Sowa) 

Nother, ursther, ralntiees: friends, neighbors, gizk frients,. 
bey friends, ola buiidies, ete? To whom ald CENALD say 5 
vefare he lefts for the USSR: ypersomably or by telephane, by _ 

εὐ Le ee Ne ge ee ee ᾿ 
USSR? Whe? 

REPRODUCTION . : aa! 4 ! rcs 189, 212 

PROMBITED 
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7- CSYALD in Moscow. Uhen SWALD-amriedia_loscow, he was 
unites Se ae ae es Ge αν πο Πα τ. 

heavy 
Giada Asertcen tad come to the THER aoe oe ae 
whether they kudw im advance about CSWALD or nob; enyway, the 
vould conduct ouch an invesbiguttan). πνεῖν counties she ce ta bhes 
meticn wes taken Proaa CSWALD abawt the USA, especially about kis 

airected at answering the question of why this ° 

ee τὸ oe te ie | 

[ 

πρτᾶξον norenl fimencial sygpert ond aisimes caafart frea the KGS, , 
the 603 makes ita conclusions: that CSVALD 1s clear and is whe 

2 Se Ee SO eee cee 

<7 i am ae . τι, reheat wg 

de . de. “Uken GOHAED shaved acme Aiscatisfaction shout the 
Bee ae way ef life (1% 19 usual Por Averiesns)--ana by this tine 
ee? OSHALD. Su alreaiy net his girl friend (the KGB probably helped 
Ν 

ΣΝ 

| REPRODUCTION ἕν ror 190 212 
PRO:IBITED ἘΣ 
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= oa 
Nom stem sie 

hia to find han--to muse hia happy aad to make gure trat he would | 
not leave tha Soviet Union)—the KGB at the same time coutimed 
to train hin, provebly in tha way of en old-fnehioned Harxiat, 

against fserican 
ex4, others. ΣᾺΣ Scastbara have: Liaise τὰ this Wad oF taining: 

_.-~ ἃ low level ease officer of State Heeurity told bin thet to have | 
= ΠΟ @ better lage Im the U. 5. you have to fight very hard to bury 

Spears it 19 the vay in which State Security operstas vith the 

feel ες Se Cee οὐ nak te is ἐπ πέπον Poe κα eo a 8 ὯΝ 
ecuse, such ag to help oxy American pro-Bovist crgeniuations or; 
for instance, beceme & mesber of 9 Pree Cuba Committers or in ; 
ease of crisis to de sametning cutstanding—thas will be noticeable 
eyeryuhbers-wthes will prove that you are a real Coummist. Then, - 

 ~SsCasvhere here, 3.3) ba ves abready a Soviet agent or nek, the gizk 
shoved up, ὉΣ she was thers before, but by this time she ume 
pregnant oni OSWALD decided to ge to the USA. ‘Then he sms toli. 
After this ἔξ, CSUAID shouted--ahere is your freedom? She Ig 

py wife, ve have a chila, ond I wadd like te go. If he did 
ae ee es ἔρον ee ee Ἐπὶ or if he 

G02 ES ΙΝ δ᾽ then 
COPY No. 
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Aliso, abe seek te ecrallad $oce ae Memes eel tae as ce 
natioally 

a eetion. ‘The some ection vwenld relate to any of her relxtives-— 

- go with his, then probebly che vas not a member of the ausceal, 
and she ata ΣῈ om her con will; but if she anowers thet no ona 
iarited her to such offices, then the whole jcb vas done by the 
ΒΒ. «ἀποροῦσαν and quistly, with no ὅς going arouad about i>. 

.@. Vino balged her end how meny tines to write papers 
for the Soviet Himistoryy af Yoreign Affairs to say that she 
hol married an American citizen and would lize to τὸ with him to 
the USA? Tf it wee Gone a few times and with ores’ diftioulties, 
τσ τ π΄ I, 

by eis KGS. 
fF perdasion to com to te U. 8. vas yoocsesed very Basily ont 

quickly. ) : 

πο Ee ας “saaeve aa her Ἑωσναοᾶ, Osis, work? In whet factory? 

‘ west to iiss? the chese Minsk—diia he or ἀξᾷ sesseme alsei 

?. ee ee From vhat er 
Totallestuais? Yorkers? 

g- How sny tines ware she and her siteniimniAti. ty . 

ether office thm the TUB which would sake such en invitation. It 
eee ee ee ce Ore ee ee ee 

REPRODUCTION | C2C2C 5 - Pa 192 212 212 
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ἐν ὦ αι eo | i ἜΓ ὁ β 

| 
| 
| ! 

bh. Yow πον (Intellizent.) is she: Dows she really 
speck no English? is bey English better thea she shows or 
better than it should be after being here only two yeara: Gr 
WOLSe’: 

ἃ. 06 Ὲ does che soy bout Lite in the Soviet Union: 

ge “DUA her Imsband bave ἃ gum vbile be yas in the Ι 
Ξονλοῖ, Union: “If so, how does she lnay sbeut 181 τῶ did he 

_ 7 Bet 48: Dia hehave syecial peruiseion to carry a gms Did he 
oe ee ee Yor your Information, 
ἫΝ ἧς nebody carries.o- gum in the USGR without the ἘΞ eventually . ᾿ 
ξ Aourssing: ας, 38. Least of ell an Aner keane τς 

eu. ; : 

eee ke tho gave finenoial help to them before they left i 
Sthe Sovlet Union? (BOLE: Yor ἃ regilar worker in the Soviet 
Union, it is immesathle to save δυσὶ, to buy e ticket. and 

ἃ. Sho gave instructicns t to OSWALD to esk. for 
pee ὈαϑΣανοῦοο. ee: ῬΗΒ ‘uexican Exbessy upon hie retien to 
the USA? 

me eb sials ee duia eee aa neater ie! 
the USSR? If so, in what cmerch? “hese ides wos it! Did they 
begtise theisnsecend child, born in the 0. 8.7. 

n. If OSWALD vever had a perunment job bere in tha 
; iia; Ries ao Ses acta be Maree Wea aoe es oe 

- How mach ἃ 28. his wite imew about bis plon to retamm to the USSR ἢ 
εὐ δ 

i 1k. The investigation af the wife should be made step : ot 
ty step, keeping in mind οὐ never forgetting thet CORALD as ᾿ ‘ 
well es she hersel? vere under comstert coservation emi with Ν ' 
constant coutacts vith orgms of the A083. Hitheut suck 
ohservaticn end contectsa with argens of the EOS, no foreipnere 
cen Live within: the Soviet Unicn. 

4 - 45. τὰ may investigation of this case ve shoulda not Lose 
ΞΕ ‘Endtiotive. mm view of the extracrdinary cixrcusstances : 

co @urrounding, thd: ‘th the 
= ae send ogtee yy. enoush reauest thet the USSR provide all 

OO et dats; visit to tha Soviet Embassy in ecieco city. Afriently 
A can be axnected to hemor such a request. Ve wight leon 

great deal fron the Soviet realy. τ τς 

REPRODUCTION τ yg 3 win ΠΗ 6 Ὃὃο a 
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fe $ TY Ase]. oe ΡΩΝ DE Mesto: cra wack γὰλ) 16 January 1964 * es) fs fmt canines = vate Be 
Justver io ἀπ ἢ APIs Sisaz, Τα εἶξ ξ 
Ὁ ΤῊΝ ute yt Te tee Sta nesie ws Fay ry ae Stas, Ween ΕΝ “yy Rare εἰ 12 PRA 
ἐ5 it? ἜΣ pee OF ae Ὡς - Se es ᾿ - Ben eee fa? cat wyatt αν ΤΕΥ, “τῷ οἷν ὦ σοὶ 

ἊΝ “Ὃς: Chief, . SR ἴ 

Nw SUBJECT: _ (era Work: in Support of the Warren Commission 5 

Ge Botow dew summary of the matters he ee an our 

the anuary 29 of his oll i with Bi. Allen Dulles, fe.) 
Js Θ Rankin, Chie? Counsel, Hr. Wellins of the Justice-~ 

' Department, tir. Helms and Mr. Rocca, which τόθ ntace on, the 
afternoon of 14 January 1964. ; 

2. Hr. Angleton said that Mr. ᾿ς bcpaventip asc. 
voked by press accusations that the Warxea Commission has 
been dilatory, asked CIA for suggestions of.Guestions or 
requests to be included in a letter to phe SORES e-Government. 
This létter, rom the Warren Commission andto be transmitted 
through the Department of State, would seek additional evi- 
Gence which is presumably availabie in Soviet files which 
could assist the Commission's deliberations. Wr. Dulles did 
not have a detailed idea of what he wanted to ask the Soviets | 
for but did say that the questions should be “not too tech 
nical.” Although Mr. Angleton thought that the letter should ἢ 
be written only after the CIA report and comments have been 
complated, in order to make the letter as effective as possi- 
ble, tie. Dulles feit it should go now, be phrased in gonerali- 
ties and allow the Soviets more flexibility in their handling 
of the matter than would a.more pointed letter based on our 
concrete findings. Mr. Dulles asked CIA only for the questions 
and not for a draft Ietter. Mr. Murphy suggested that we ask 
only for certain records rather than put specific questions 
to the Soviets. Hr. Murphy suggested that these might include 
Soviet bospital records connected with Lee Oswald's attempted 
suicide, © λὲν. visa and registration records for Moscow and 

_YWinsk, factory personnel records from Cswald’s place of employ— i 
nent, etc. ~AIso Oswald's diary noted that his case had passed . ig 

Ἢ through two commissions in the USSR; we might ask for the ἢ 
‘‘pecords of these commissions as well. He. Angleton said that . i 
in transmitting our suggestions to Mr. Dulles we can include tl 
any introductory paragraphs or explanatory comments that ve " 
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felt necessary to δὐβα κοῖς to ix. Dulles the direction of our 
thinking about these proposals. 

(Note: I instructed Mr. Wigren to prepare a 
draft of suggested queries, using the 
assistance of DERYABIN and to have this 
ready; 12 possible, by the closa of : 
busines» today. ) ink BORN 

2. Be _Rankin stated that the Commission wants to account 
in detail, minute: by minute and hour by hour, for Oswald's 
tine “outside the United States. Ur. Bagley suggested that. 
the narrative chronology of Oswald's stay in the Soviet Union 
be. converted: toa chronology tabulation which would permit us 
more sin ito insert added details and dates as we learned 
of then(is other documentation which we can: expect to recetve 
shortly. This was agreed. ri 

a 

(Note: I instructed Mr. Wigren te peetn τοτ f 
casting the narrative immediately into - 
this forn.) 

4 Ur. Rankin said that the Comaission has a waist-high 
stack of documents and reports received from the FBI and Secret 
Service which CIA has not yet received. These include Secret 
Service interviews with Marina Oswald, letters from-Lee Oswald 
in the USSR and other material. He promised to send this 
material to Mr. Helms shortly. . 

(Note: We will pass appropriate parts of this 
material to DERYASIN for further analy- 
sis along the lines of his earlier work 
On cocunence already in our possession. ) 

Se. Wessrs. ἀῶ οἷς, Murphy and Rocca considered NERTA— 
BIN’ 3. ‘Initial anal) is of Harina Oswald's documents, and the 

6 tO Hake ἘΠῚ seri— NE Ration CIA would be una 
ous analygis\er even hypothesis until some of DERYABIN’s | 
questions been answered. Mr. Rocca suggested that DERFA- 
ΒΙΝ 5 paper be recast into more of a questionnaire form. and.. 
tir. Bagley agreed, pointing out that DERYASIN’s comment and — 
speculation could be put off to the side as explanatory con 
ment on ezch question, 85 appropriate. Mr. Angleton and Mr. 
Murphy thought that it would be desirable to send this paper 
to the Warren Commission in advance of other CIA reports with. 
a memorandum informing the Commission that we would need ᾿ Ὁ 
answers to this interim questionnaire in order to reconstruct 
a detailed chronology of Oswald's time in the USSR and to | H 

comment on his activity there. The Commission would be asked 
to procure the information from Marina through any Agency it © 
might choose. » 
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(Note: I instructed Mr. Wigren to prepare the 
DERYABIN paper in this format urgently.) 

& Mr. Angleton reported that he had asked the Commis- 
ae representatives certain questions pertaining to our use 
ECS RESEORD: an. analysing the Oswald papers: 

τας Was the: Commission formally requesting us to > 
χόνο defectors. analyse the material? 
ΔῈ ̓ 

-Ν ρος | abe’ Wellins thought that the answer 
vk this guestion is yes. However, | : 

. Angleton asked for a formal 
request from the Comaission to this ὰ 
effect. The FBI. has stated that its - 
reports are not to be passed to | ὁ 
AELADLE, which may cause some coe ᾿ 
cations. ee 

b. Would the Commission be-prepared τ ta: assume Ὁ 
burden of responsibility if sucha defector. should disa= 
gree with the Commission's opin: or: Goneyup with. a 
radically different hypothesis or i Gerpretation? 

The persons present said that the 
Commission would. 

ec. If a defector who had contributed to the analy— 
sis of the documents should be unwilling to appear person— 
ally and formally before the Commission, would the 
Commission exercise its subpoena powers against hin? 

Mr. Rankin thought that if there was 
a wvisk involved for the defector, the 

‘Commission would not do so. However, 
Rankin promised to get a fornal answer 
from the Commission on this point. 

d. Will the classification we put on our corres= 
pondence to the Commission be honored? 

The answer. was that in principle our 
classification: would be honored. How= 

ever, \ ii. ἔπεσ hope fe evade. och 
that CRAY should not ie to evade criti- . 
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6. Mr. Angleton reported that Mr. Richard Davis is repre- 
senting the interests of the Department of State in this 
inguiry. Mr. Thompson had ruled himselz out because he was 
ambassador to the’ ca Union at the time oF the events in 
question. 

7. -One mattex-which had been prought to “Light by the ' 
Oswald case was the need for a mechanism in the United States 
Government to record’ and assimilate our knowledge of the Soviet 
handling of Ameri¢an defectors to the USSR. The Bureau is ' 
apparently in: some danger of criticism for its fallure to keep | 
an eye\om Oswald after his return. Similarly CIA has not 
systematically collected nor compiled information on Soviet 
defector handling. Berlin Base had kept a list of. American 
defectors at one time, but these individuals have ner -been 
debriefed on their return to the West. 

8. The Commission representatives at the 14 January 1964 
meeting estimated that the Warren Commission would need from | 
three to six months to complete its task. 

9. Hr. Bagley raised the question of the dasirability 
of having DESRYABIN participate personally, representing the 
FBI as an interpreter perhaps, in a debriefing of Harina. ᾿ 

| ἄοββχθ. Angleton and Murphy were convinced that CIA must avoid 
ἄχθος involvement with this investigation. Although it is 

tess efficient as a method, we will content, ourselves with : 
‘putting written questions to Marina to be ΘΕΜ: y whatever 
Agency the Commission may choose to use. ἢ : 

a 

Tennent H. Bagley 
Chief, ΒΒ, ΟΣ 
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XAAZ- AVE 
Rocca Note To epee J ew ᾿ 23 March 1964 

ὭΣ adh DUDES --- 
ees with Butees: oot Mavedh, | , 

δ Dick: . οὐ τί /3{ ey 

' Had a briefing at Alien Dulles! house on Saturday/after- 

Boos (We were assembled to discuss his taping session with 

see” Deryehin Halen Macinass,-Doasvan-and-HansomBeliuin in New 

a None of the others were present, ) 

__ AWD showed me a letter he had received ras Rankin © 

recently expressing the desire to reach a modus vivendi in - Ε 

order to allay the gece of CIA's possible sponsorship of Oswald's, ; 

activity. The point of the communication to AWD was to suggest ἢ 

οἷν re | 
that he serve as να as af le xeviewex forthe Commission, ‘The letter 

: outlined alternative possibilities in this matter faitidavit from 

the DGI, etc.s).. | 

In my. presence, AWD wrote the answer: 

Be. Declining the invitation to serve as file 
a Ea aa 

as Paciswae for good and sufficient reasons, - 
ἘΞ ΕΘ te στ ΤΥ 

ae a be. Stating hia-willingness to seeuide a ΘΈΔΕΘ- 
we 

-¢ 
ae 

᾿ -mbent Gr ‘testiniony to the Commission with ἰώ μοὶ to 

928 nip "Ὁ MOYAOY vids ΠΥ | 

| , equny weunsog Ὁ. 

his Mer of Oswald during his tenure as DCI, He 

noted in the tail-off of the letter that ae ἀπῇ ashecould - Ὁ . 

remember-hea bad never tad any knowledge at any time | 

prior to the date of the assassination, Zot 299 24 a 

δ mel ‘ 
‘ee ge : Rock © 
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